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The Presidency: Past, present and future
by GRAHAM VEYSEY
STAFF WRITER
Roughly seventeen hundred students, two
hundred members of the faculty, forty trustees,
twenty thousand Alums, five hundred members
of the staff, and one president: Elaine Tuttle
Hansen. In its almost 150-year history, Bates
has had only seven presidents. As times have
changed, the student body has shifted from
coming to campus with a suitcase to moving in
with duffle-bags, skis, televisions, DVD play¬
ers and the old family sofa. Throughout, we
have seen a change in presidents, from those
who were focused on creating Bates to the one
now in office who is ensuring a healthy future
where the objectives of a residential college are
carried out to the fullest.
In T855, Oren Burbank Cheney founded
Bates College as the Maine State Seminary.
Yes, we have all heard that on the tour, but what
is not mentioned is that although Cheney was
an abolitionist, he was also a prohibitionist and
probably turns over in his grave every time a
bottle is opened on campus. More recently,
there was Thomas Hedley Reynolds, the
College's fifth president, who was a Tank Unit
Commander and had a reputation akin to his
former position and lastly there was our
philosopher-king, Don Harward. Each had a
tenure that symbolized a transition. A move
from a regional college to one recognized
nationally, a change where women and men
finally dined together, a place where first-years
were liberated from wearing beanies, a popula¬
tion ever-expanding.
As we approach our sesquicentennial
anniversary, we are still a place of planning and
with planning comes great possibility. As
President Hansen said last year in her inaugural
address, “Bates is and always has been a place
of possibility because our purview is education,

and the essence of education is to create the
conditions under which each individual can
realize his or her highest potential.” However,
to reach our highest potential, there needs to be
an environment conducive to education where
resources are available for us to optimize our

went to residential buildings to continue the
discussion of the Bates After Dark Forum. This
year she has sat down on many occasions with
students in Commons for lunchtime discus¬
sions and serves as the faculty liaison to the
swim team along with being a devoted fan of

President Elaine Hansen
learning.
In searching for the seventh president of
Bates, the committee charged with the task was
looking for someone who could ensure a
healthy future and increase the College’s capac¬
ity for learning by expanding diversity and
enhancing resources that are vital for sustaining
the quality of the institution. Since arriving,
President Hansen has sought to identify the real
needs of the College and has helped facilitate a
master planning effort while making connec¬
tions with all the College constituents.
For students, these connections have come in
a variety of forms. For Hansen, “Students are
our most important resource.” Last year, she

all the collegiate sports teams. Through these
connections she has come to know that there is
“not one model to being a successful happy
Bates student...” but that students are all “con¬
nected to the quality of openness to variety
ways of being.”
Through these conversations Hansen has
identified real needs. The planning effort has
had salient findings about both the physical and
the social structures of the College. These find¬
ings reinforce Bates as a place of possibility.
Some things that have been reported have been
known for a long time: students and faculty
come to Bates because of the people who make
up the community and the ideas that help shape

it.
Yet, structures need to house that community
and because of the planning effort, Hansen says
that “We now have a set of priorities. There is
so much to do.” In the eighteen months since
coming here she has identified real needs in an
attempt to get a handle on what we have known
and what we are discovering with the help of a
professional planning firm. Through this
process, the concept of building a student cen¬
ter has changed. As Hansen stated, “We are
now moving from planning for a student center
to planning for a student-centered campus.”
The real needs have been identified and there
has been a realization that one building would
not be the best way to accommodate those
needs.
Hansen’s review of the physical place shows
a reflection of the social space that we all
inhabit. The Physical Plant of the College has
a nineteemth-century core that is still vital and
aesthetically stunning but not yet fully extend¬
ed to the periphery. This holds true to our
social structure and nineteenth-century aboli¬
tionist founding principle of egalitarianism.
This falls under what Hansen calls “access,
achievement, and affordability.” Hansen dis¬
cusses the ability for us to have a diverse cam¬
pus where no matter what race, nationality, or
socio-economic class, everyone at Bates bene¬
fits. In this endeavor we have not yet come
close to the periphery, but Hansen identifies it
as priority and recognizes it as an opportunity
to enter a new phase with renewed pride based
on the College’s positive foundation.
She admits, “There’s a lot to do. We have to
be patient and by the time we are finished we
will be somewhere else.” But she points out
Bates’ virtues of self-awareness, self-discipline,
creativity and energy, and acknowledges that
we will be able to answer the questions now
being asked.

ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATOR RESIGNS
Jason Wentworth leaves post, forces school to focus more on environment
by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
NEWS EDITOR
This past Tuesday, Jan. 27, was Bates’
Environmental Coordinator Jason Wentworth’s
last day. Wentworth was hired in January of
2001 and was Bates’ third Environmental
Coordinator. Wentworth, who had worked with
Dean Carignan until Carignan retired this past
July, was then put under the supervision of
Terry Beckmann, Vice President for Finance
and Administration.
Wentworth’s Resignation

Wentworth’s resignation had a lot to do with
difficulties with the position of Environmental
Coordinator. As Wentworth explained “I came
into a position that was not very well-defined...
[however] Dean Carignan had some very
defined ideas.” Carignan’s retirement left
Wentworth feeling as if he was lacking direc¬
tion.
He said that the position of
Environmental Coordinator “needs to be a full¬
time position.” He’s not the only one either.
The truth of the matter, according to Ari
Rosenberg (President of the Environmental
Club), is that in the position of Environmental
Coordinator, a twenty hour a week job,
Wentworth “didn’t have time to fix every prob¬
lem at Bates.” Ari said that due to the lack of
time the Environmental Coordinator is forced
to focus on certain environmental problems and
“other things get left behind and people
notice,” which makes it a “high stress” job.
The position of Environmental Coordinator
“requires a much more in-depth relationship
with the institution,” said Wentworth.
Wentworth also felt that key people he was
going to work with should have been involved
in the hiring process.
He found himself in an unusual position
early this school year. He realized that his res¬

ignation would force the school to reevaluate
the environmental situation at Bates. “I was
much more attached to the sustainability effort
at Bates than to the job itself,” said Wentworth.
“Different people had very different expecta¬
tions,” he said “I think I reached the point
where a lot of my time and energy was not very
productive.” Beckmann agreed, saying of
Wentworth’s resignation, “if anything it will
have a positive effect. In some respects it helps
us [and] forces us to make decisions,” said
Beckmann.
Wentworth said that he spoke to the two pre¬
vious Environmental Coordinators and they
had “similar frustrations with the position.” He
explained that “if Bates wants to take this posi¬
tion to the next level... these frustrations have
to be dealt with.” According to Wentworth the
school is in a good place, however. In the early
nineties “awareness on campus grew a lot,”
said Wentworth, but “some people got worn
out... [and] some people got comfortable with
the idea that Bates was making progress.” He
said the problem is that “you’ve got a real divi¬
sion in the College with Dining Services with a
phenomenal record” while the rest of the
College has a mixed one. Wentworth felt that
though Bates has come a long way, there is still
much to be done, and his resignation, he hopes,
will force the administration to focus more on
the environment.
Wentworth’s Work

Bookstore Director, and ten-year E-Fed
(Environmental Federation) veteran, Sarah
Potter explained that “Jason started a lot of ini¬
tiatives... [he] got students engaged”
Wentworth tried to make the recycling coordi¬
nator role a more active one by working with
the Dean of Students office. During his two
years here, he also performed a “waste audit”
on the College analyzing where waste was pro¬

duced on campus and where it went afterwards
(e.g. landfills, recycling centers, etc.).
Wentworth also created a “light-bulb
exchange” program through which he helped
switch 800 fluorescent light bulbs for less effi¬
cient, incandescent ones.
He also continued “Clean Sweep,” formerly
“Dump and Run” - an end-of-the-year program
through which exiting students leave items they
no longer need to be sold at a tag sale on cam¬
pus. Clean Sweep not only helps avoid waste
by avoiding throwing out all these items but the
proceeds from the tag sale also are passed along
to local charities. Last year’s proceeds went to
the Androscoggin Head Start program and the
JED Center, a local community that seeks to
foster radical social, economic and ecological
change. Last year the Clean Sweep program
collected $10,000.
Wentworth also spearheaded the effort to
switch from top-loading to front-loading wash¬
ers. According to Wentworth’s calculations the
switch will save 969,732 gallons of water, as
well as, 26,614 Kilowatts a year. “It was a team
effort,” explained Sarah Potter who also helped
a great deal with the switch to the more effi¬
cient washers.
Last year, in January of 2003, Wentworth
installed “Vend Misers” (units which put vend¬
ing machines into “sleep” mode when not in
use) on 33 beverage machines and 7 snack
machines saving the school nearly $12,000,
according to his estimates.
He held a number of roles during his time
here. He headed E-Fed and was faculty advisor
to both the Environmental House and the
Environmental Club. Wentworth was an active
participant in the push to build the new campus
center (plans for which have now been put on
hold). He now owns an eco-laundry in
Portland. “He had a great relationship with

people who were working toward environmen¬
tal initiatives at Bates,” explained Ari
Rosenberg, President of the Environmental
Club. Potter said that “Jason really did a won¬
derful job... getting the recycling effort on
track.”
One clear and immediate effect of
Wentworth’s resignation can be seen in dorm
recycling practices. As it is Physical Plant has
taken charge of picking up dorm recycling bins.
They, however, unlike the student workers
before them, do not have the time nor are they
paid to sort through the bins. So, as it stands,
the Physical Plant workers throw away any bins
See WENTWORTH, p.7
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Forum
Destined to Dynasty
Did the words, “Cowboy Up!” ever cross your mind Sunday?
Probably not... Maybe... Nah...
Once the Carolina Panthers tied the game at 29 with little more
than a minute left in Super Bowl XXXVTII, somehow, deep down,
you just knew the Patriots were destined to dynasty — another ring,
another trip into the sunset, happily ever after.
Happily ever after.
It’s a feeling only New Englanders know: The ever after, from here
to infinity.. .and beyond; the joy of the Patriots, the misery of the
Red Sox.
Sports are the trade winds in this part of the country. From season
to season, from sport to sport, we New Englanders always have
something to cheer for, something more to live for than fall foliage
and arctic winters. It gives us a reason to drink beers, even if it
means hating the Yankees and tipping the bartender.
The dynasties make it all the more enjoyable — the Pats, Jared
Soares’ IM soccer team at Bates, the Celtics our parents grew up
watching, “The Faculty” IM basketball team, the Bruins of the
Boston Garden. There’s something nostalgic in a moment of glory,
something timeless in the way we remember greatness.
You have to admire the “transplant students” — the ones who
don’t live 20 minutes outside of Boston, the ones who come from as
far away as Japan and as close as Connecticut. It’s an act of courage
living in our sports culture, not liking, not knowing “our” teams.
There’s something admirable how they don’t give in — yet —
something deplorable when they jump on bandwagons. If you’re
from Chicago, you’re supposed to love the Cubs. If you’re from
Arizona, you’re supposed to love the Cardinals. You can recapture
lost love, but deep down Cleveland has a hole in its heart from when
it lost the Browns. Saying you love the Yankees —when you’re not
a Yankee —when you’ve only seen Little League baseball in
Arkansas, because you were trotting by on your horse, is not the sign
of a true fan.
New England is the home of true fans.
Through good times and bad, you wear your Paul Pierce jersey.
You remember who Andy Moog was. You’re proud of your Dennis
Lamp autograph. The Patriots have renewed our wedding vows with
our greatest passion — sports. It’s a reminder that, despite the
crushed hopes and dreams of cramped taverns throughout the six
great states, of all the years of lost hope, cries of “Next Year!” and
losing seasons, faith can carry you to the top — and it makes victo¬
ry that much sweeter.
The words Bates and dynasties don’t belong in the same sentence,
and for a while that was the general attitude of all New England:
Don’t expect anything great.
Two years ago the Patriots, in an unbelievable, magical run, won
Super Bowl XXXVI. We all said the same thing, “They can go 0-16
and I won’t complain for another five years.” We were in la-la-land,
enjoying the honeymoon. After the Pats won 14 straight this season,
we knew there was hope — a chance to be immortal — but we
couldn’t jinx our greatest team without a curse. And now the party
rocks on...
You never know, maybe someday Bates will launch a dynasty. The
Bobcat, in some sport, in some way, will become synonymous with
victory, a symbol of perfection. There’s nothing wrong in believing,
no harm in having faith; if it happens, someday, if ever, when the
upset headline reads “Williams Edges Out Bates!” every Alum will
play a kazoo.
For now, the Patriots are the ultimate victors. And so we, as fans,
look on, wanting more, reminiscing of 1986, when the Celtics, Red
Sox and Patriots were among the best of the best, knowing you can
only get ‘86-ed when you’re on top.
When that happens, just extend your foam finger.
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Letters

A LOUD, HAWKISH CHORUS
To the Editor:
It was six o’clock on Tuesday evening, January the 27^. I had just sat down to dinner, a Bates
Student tucked surreptitiously under my left arm, when I opened to page three and began reading
Nathan Harrington’s letter to the editor “Writer’s newly-found hawkishness sad, unexpected.”
While liberalism does not surprise me any more here at Bates, it does still have the potential to be
offensive. I was most certainly offended by Mr. Harrington’s letter, and wish to present an alter¬
native viewpoint.
First and foremost, I should like to critique the use of “fear-mongering” in this context. Mr.
Harrington has apparently concluded that arguments in the defense of Israel and in opposition to
militant Islamic terrorists (not the generalized Arab population) are mere acts of desperation. The
point that he seems to ignore is that, while Israel leads destructive military campaigns against
Palestine, they do so with a clear military objective in mind: the cessation of homicide bombings
against the Israeli people. They attack only “military” targets (I emphasize military because
Palestine’s military consists mostly of homicide bombers looking to blow themselves up on busy
thoroughfares), where Palestinians actively target civilians in their bombings. How one can argue
that isn’t terrorism is beyond me.
He then compliments Ms. Bakovic’s “extensive knowledge [of] and personal experience” with
the Middle East conflict, but in the next breath condemns her for her shortsightedness, which he
does in the second paragraph as well: he describes Ms. Bakovic’s Stringfellow award as “much
See CURTIS LETTER, p.4

HARRINGTON’S CRITICISM OFF THE MARK
To the Editor:
I have been following the letters on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict over the past few weeks,
observing that the battle of words in The Student may be (thankfully) far less bloody but no less pas¬
sionate than the battle of guns and stones being fought in Israel/Palestine. My very naming of the
land with a mere backslash separating Israel and Palestine reveals my own conviction that somehow
the two peoples and nations will inevitably find a way to share the land. I believe this will happen
due to the actions of those on all “sides” who work against violent non-solutions in their daily fives,
initiating dialogue with “others,” and attempting to understand and learn to five with them, rather
than continuing to hate andkill them as enemies. Smadar Bakovic ‘03 is one of these people.
I generally share Nathan Harrington’s denouncement of “loud, hawkish” voices, and his justified
concern for anti-Semitism and “fear mongering and vengefulness which only perpetuates the con¬
flict.” But I read Smadar’s letter, to which he refers, and do not agree that she has joined these voic¬
es. Acknowledging the “compassionate and constructive manner, her extensive knowledge and per¬
sonal experience of the Middle East conflict,” has enriched the Bates community, and should make
one listen carefully to her voice before dismissing it so readily. Perhaps she has further wisdom to
share with us, a point of view with which we should be in dialogue, even if we may disagree with it.
If we cannot listen to and engage with someone like Smadar, an Israeli and a Batesie with a proven
record of working for peaceful solutions, how can we have any hope of resolving this conflict?
I don’t think it’s helpful to split ourselves into “pro-Israel” or “pro-Palestine” camps. Being proIsrael does not preclude being pro-Palestinian and vice versa. It is a difficult and challenging path,
but we can strive to simultaneously understand and critique BOTH groups.
See SHULMAN LETTER p.4
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EXAMINE THE FACTS, Africa: Leadership Wanted, Apply Within
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF,
VOTE FOR DEAN
by

by BILL SPIRER
OPINION COLUMNIST
In case any of you have gotten too caught up
in Bates World recently to check out the news,
this Sunday, February 8^, is an important day
to mark down in your Palm Pilot. At 2:30 p.m.,
show up at the Lewiston High School, where
we, as Maine residents, will be able to take part
in the caucus that will help decide the fate of
our country. Anyone who has looked at the
facts critically knows that our country is in
worse shape than it has been in a long time.
Our economy is limping along, our troops are
being ambushed by Iraqis on a daily basis as
they fight a war that should not have happened
in the first place, the social service infrastruc¬
ture that has been in place since FDR’s New
Deal is being compromised, our civil rights are
being threatened in the name of national secu¬
rity, and corporate interests now write our leg¬
islation instead of the policy-makers that we
elect. That is why we have a responsibility to
ourselves and to others to take some time out
of our Sunday afternoon to elect whoever we
believe to be the best candidate to restore
morality, ethics, and good governance to the
White House.
First, I’d like to say a few things: 1) I sup¬
port Governor Dean in his candidacy. 2)
Ultimately, I will support whichever candidate
the Democratic Party nominates. 3) Until then,
however, I will make my decision based on the
facts, not on the trash that the media feeds me.
4) Finally, I call on you to do the same. Do not
support a candidate because he looks presiden¬
tial. Do not cast your vote based on what the
folks in Iowa and New Hampshire decided.
And most importantly, do not take what the
media says for granted. The most important
thing that we, as voters, can do is decide what
we think are the most pressing issues and vote
for whoever best understands them.
I have chosen to support Governor Dean for
a few reasons. His influence on this race and
the Democratic Party cannot be ignored. His
positions have paved the way for his fellow
candidates, who have now adopted his own
outspoken stances and have managed to use
them against him. Critic's say that, had he been
in the position to vote, Dean would have voted
for the very legislation that he has criticized
others for supporting, such as the war in Iraq,
No Child Left Behind and the Patriot Act. But,
did he succumb to the intense pressure he faced
as Governor when he was in the process of
signing civil unions into law? No. He sup¬
ported that legislation because he believed that
it was a civil right, and was therefore the right
thing to do.
His record as a governor is impressive. He
was re-elected five times for a total of eleven
years in office. In a poor, rural state, Dean
managed to balance the budget eleven times in
a row, provide health care for everyone under
18, and give one-third of seniors prescription
drug benefits. Moreover, he is a real person
with real values. A recent interview with Diane
Sawyer was a rare chance to see a very differ¬
ent version of a man the press has typecast as
angry and impulsive. His wife, Judy, was also
present. When Diane Sawyer asked why she
has not been on the campaign trail with her
husband, she had a simple answer that reflect¬
ed a woman - and a couple - with real family
values, not just claims to them. She responded
as if the answer should have been obvious, stat¬
ing the importance of her son and her medical
practice. How’s that for a breath of fresh air?
The other candidates, just like Dean, have
their strengths and weaknesses, although
unlike Dean, the press has been curiously silent
about the weaknesses of the others. John Kerry
is a longtime Senator who has a number of
pieces of good legislation with his name on
them. Yet his failure to stand up to the
President when it was needed most worries me.
He voted for John Ashcroft’s Patriot Act, sup¬
ported Bush’s No Child Left Behind Act and
the congressional resolution allowing the
President to use force in Iraq. Shouldn’t we
expect more from a Democrat who once led the
See DEAN, p. 5

ANDREW SIMON
FORUM EDITOR

Africa is the world’s poorest continent: half of
its 700 million people subsist on less than 65
cents per day. It is the only continent to have
grown poorer over the past 25 years, despite
massive increases in technology that have pro¬
pelled rising incomes in other parts of the devel¬
oping world. Even Africans don’t want to invest
there, as an estimated 40% of the continents’ pri¬
vately held wealth is stockpiled offshore. Why
are Africans so poor? And what can Africa do
about it?
The short answer to the first question is “bad
governments.”
The current situation in
Zimbabwe illustrates vividly what no economics
textbook could: regressive authoritarian regimes
who respect neither property rights nor their own
laws will swiftly impoverish their own people.
After independence, most African leaders con¬
cerned themselves more with usurping power in
order to enrich themselves than the plight of
their citizens. Some called themselves social¬
ists, others capitalists, but they had more in
common with each other; rejection of democra¬
cy in favor of rampant corruption and despotic
power.
The short answer to the second question is that
while many African citizens are working hard to
improve their livelihood, governments are either
continually interfering to their detriment or have
failed to establish the infrastructure and support
systems necessary to promote economic growth.
Since the end of the Cold War, more African
nations have moved towards democratic systems

of governance, a positive sign that the countries
might finally be more responsive to their citi¬
zens. But, as Africans say, you can’t eat democ¬
racy. The real test is whether democratic gov¬
ernments can establish the foundations for eco¬
nomic growth.
To be sure, one of the chief reasons for the
decades-long African malaise is the remnants of
European colonialism that squeezed several
thousand African kingdoms into neatly defined
nation-states. While African nations slowly won
their independence, democracy was alien to
Africans. In addition, bureaucratic states based
on the European model are only successful if
there are educated persons able to run it. For
example, at Independence, Tanzania had 16 uni¬
versity graduates.
Not surprisingly, then,
Africa’s first experiments with democracy did
not last long. Elected governments turned
authoritarian or were swept out of power by the
military.
However, placing blame for Africa’s ills on
colonial legacy is both ineffectual and short¬
sighted. Redrawing Africa’s borders is out of the
question. The continent is stuck with them. And
as Ghanaian writer George Ayittey has pro¬
claimed, “Almost every black problem is
explained in terms of racialist paradigm, giving
the false impression that black problems cannot
be solved until racism is totally eradicated.
[But] there will always be racism in the West.
Must we blacks wait for its end before we take
the initiative ourselves to solve our own prob¬
lems?”
There are some basic steps that Africa can
take to encourage economic growth and improve

the lives of its citizens. First and foremost, gov¬
ernments should be held more accountable to
their citizens. Easier said than done, however.
Until 1982, no incumbent African leader ever
lost an election. From 1960-1979, 59 African
rulers were forcibly removed from power. But,
since the mid-80s, every African nation except
the inaptly named Democratic Republic of
Congo have held elections of some sort.
Granted, many of these elections are shams. But
with sustained encouragement from truly demo¬
cratic African nations like South Africa and from
the international community, true elections can
take place, and true democratic governments can
be established.
Greater freedom does not always lead to
increased prosperity. A number of African
nations have embarked on liberal economic
reforms. These reforms were usually undertak¬
en by nations bankrupt and corrupt from years of
misrule. The results have been abysmal. Africa
is now poorer than before the reforms. The anti¬
globalization movement points to this result as
evidence for the failure of market forces and lib¬
eral economic policies.
Reform can not work until the people in
charge actually want change. African leaders are
reluctant to fully cooperate with anything that
reduces their stranglehold on control and powers
of patronage. Ayittey has commented that most
IMF-sponsored reforms have “amounted to reor¬
ganizing a bankrupt company, and placing it,
together with a massive infusion of new capital,
in the hands of the same incompetent managers
who ruined it in the first place.” Millions of dolSee AFRICA, p.5

CAN PROFESSORS BE UNBIASED?
CYNTHIA TUFARO
OPINION COLUMNIST

by

It needs to be said: Bates professors are hin¬
dering our education. The political climate of
Bates pretends to encourage conversation, but
in reality, many of our professors abuse their
power daily with irrelevant and unprofessional
swipes at Bush, Republicans, and any rightwing ideology. I’m not even a Republican and
I find this offensive and discriminatory.
Many Batesies might stop at this point in the
article and think: how is this affecting me? It’s
true that the majority of Bates students are
somewhere left of the center and are more like¬
ly to agree with the anti-Bush statements of a
professor than be offended. However, conser¬
vatives, afraid to contradict their professors,
are not the only ones to lose. The indirect con¬
sequences affect the left-of-center folks who
miss out on the challenge of defending their
beliefs. The very act of questioning and (in
turn) refuting is essential to forming a position
because it ensures an examination of both the
positives and negatives. Many professors at
Bates have become an obstacle in this process.
Last year, the John Galt Press published the
political parties of our Political Science profes¬
sors here at Bates. A disparaging majority (all
in fact) were either registered as Democrats or
Independents. How can Bates claim to pro¬
mote diversity when ideological diversity is
absent from the faculty?
Most professors aren’t trying to hide their
political views. In fact, I’m not sure that I’ve
ever had class with a professor that has not
made at least one disparaging remark about the
current political situation.
I would have
greater respect for a professor who could main¬
tain a neutral position and, instead of using the
classroom to voice complaints, take advantage
of the many other resources that Bates offers.
Professors can sponsor clubs, like the Bates
Democrats or Republicans, Amandla, Amnesty
International, or the Environmental Coalition
to name a few. They can attend lectures, listen
to debates, or participate in protests. There are
certainly enough outlets for professors. Why
then are they unable to check their political
views at the door?
I don’t ask for Bates to ensure an equal num¬
ber of Republicans and Democrats among the
faculty, but I think I have to right to ask for
maturity and professionalism from my profes¬
sors. Comparing Bush to Satan is in no way
relevant to our class and only deters from a
thorough and fair discussion of the issues.
Professors should emphasize issues, because

personal feelings about George W. Bush
impede healthy academic discussion. Issues
are education, health care, and foreign policy.
The rigid bias occurs not only in my political
science classes; somehow anti-Republican
comments find their way into my science,
English, and religion classes.
Should we be concerned with the lack of
political diversity among the faculty? I would
say “no” if I felt that professors were capable of
teaching us material in a non-biased and
informative manner. However, after two and
half years here at Bates, I have yet to see that
happen. We are here to learn, and that means
hearing both sides of the story. It is inappropri¬
ate for professors to use their classes as a plat¬
form to rail against the injustices of the
Republican Party. I think it is essential for a
comprehensive education that issues be repre¬
sented equally and without professor partiality.
I have learned a lot and changed my mind on

many issues because of intellectual and stimu¬
lating conversations with those expressing a
different political viewpoint from my own.
However, not once have I been impressed by
classmates that resort to character-assassina¬
tions and constant criticisms that reflect moral
judgment on the wealthy, conservative, and/or
religious. However infuriating I find their nar¬
row-mindedness, I am more shocked and dis¬
appointed in the comments and actions of pro¬
fessors that neglect their duty to educate.
I have had classes at Bates where professors
have been able to surmount personal feelings
and concentrate on the issues, making sure to
provide us with all of the information. For
those teachers I am grateful, because they have
given me the resources to learn, the confidence
to question, and the ability to decide what I
believe. We should be so lucky if more profes¬
sors followed in their footsteps.

BATES RATES
Sunlight returns to
Pettingill

AS

K-Fai got an A, but depression
at Bates rose 27%.

WRBC’s Middle
School Dance Posters

^S

Did you like the posters?
Have your best friend leave
me a note in my Trapper
Keeper.

Editing mistakes in
The Student

I

Hey, don’t blame the editors.
its knot there fgault,

Punxsutawney Phil
Predicts Six More
Weeks of Winter

I

^

'

Correction, we’re in Maine.
We have twelve more weeks
of winter.
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The White House
wants to be your
doctor
New OMB guidelines designed to
politicize environmental findings
~ by BEN WISH
OPINION WRITER
The United States of America might rightly
boast that our scientists are among the most
outstanding that the world has to offer.
Apparently, though, the White House does not
believe that they are quite good enough. The
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has
proposed a new mandate, whereby the execu¬
tive branch would have the final say over what
environmental, public health, and safety infor¬
mation should be released to the public. The
OMB claims that the scientific peer review
process is insufficient and that it must therefore
step in, so that supposedly erroneous informa¬
tion will not be released to the public. Oddly, at
a meeting with scientific academics on January
15, the OMB did not cite one occasion that the
scientific peer review process had failed. One
must keep in mind that the administration pro¬
posing this change in the scientific peer review
process is the same administration that has been
pushing for oil drilling in the Alaskan Wildlife
Refuge, has allowed snowmobiles in Grizzly
bear habitat, and has severely weakened the
Clean Air Act.
Scientists and former agency officials have
spoken out strongly against the OMB’s new
proposal. After the OMB announced its pro¬
posal, 20 nonpartisan former agency officials
responded by sending a letter to the OMB,
pointing out the dangers that their proposal
could pose to public health and the environ¬
ment. Among those who wrote the letter were
a former labor secretary, former EPA adminis¬
trators, and retired heads of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. One of their
chief concerns was the possible politicization of
science. The Washington Post points out that,
“In areas including embryo cell research, con¬
traception and global warming, scientists in the
past year have increasingly accused the White
House of undercutting the federal scientific
enterprise to please religious conservatives and
corporate constituents.” It is clear that the Bush
administration has been putting scientific data
under the scalpel of politics. For instance,
when Bush first organized a committee from
the National Academy of Sciences to evaluate
the causes and potential effects of global warm¬
ing, his committee found that global warming is
a reality and is caused by humans. In response,
President Bush formed a new committee.
Another serious concern is that an added
level of bureaucracy would mean that in emer¬
gencies information would not be released to
the public quickly enough. The Association of
American Medical Colleges and the Federation
of American Societies for Experimental
Biology made their opinion clear in comments
to the OMB, “We see no public benefit from
mandating an additional layer of OMB interpo¬
sition, peer review and public comments that, at
best, would have delayed these announcements
for untold months.”
The Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology
also pointed to several instances when an added
level of bureaucracy would have caused human
death. One of these instances was the emer¬
gency stoppage of a clinical trial that had turned
dangerous.
The public has already seen what happens
when the Bush administration decides what
environmental, public health and safety infor¬
mation should be released to the public. In
August of 2003 the EPA released a report say¬
ing that when it had declared that the air around
the recently collapsed World Trade Center was
safe in 2001, it did so only because of pressure
from the White House. Science should be left
to the scientists, not to an administration that
has consistently pushed anti-environmental
measures and has put public health in jeopardy.

Israeli actions towards
Palestinians discounted
by ROB ROSEN
OPINION WRITER
Here is a rarely mentioned historical fact There
were over 820,000 Jewish refugees forced to flee
from Arab states firm the declaration of an Israeli
state in 1948 until 1972. This was almost double the
number of Palestinian refugees, which, according to a
UN mediator, was 472,000. However, 101 of the 681
UN resolutions (through November 2003) relating to
the Middle East conflict refer only to Palestinian
refugees and make not one mention of the Jewish
refugees. You may be asking yourself, ‘Why have I
never heard of this?” You may be thinking that this is
because the Arab governments compensated them
somehow after 1972. Nope. Never happened.
The reason you never hear about them is that the
600,000 Jewish refugees who came to Israel woe
resettled by Israel at its own expense and without any
offer of compensation firm die Arab governments
which had confiscated their land and other posses¬
sions. They were allowed to become full citizens of
Israel and were granted full rights, just like all other
Israelis. They also gave up any hope for repatriation
or compensation, and were content to live in the
Jewish state. However, Arab countries refused to
assimilate the Palestinians, and, as a result, they have
become wards of the United Nations.
Even more to the point, die Palestinians have
greedily rejected any statehood that does not include
repatriation in Israel proper. If one has a state, why
would one need or want to be repatriated? In fact, that
was the reason why Israel was created in the first
place.
One of the main arguments made by detractors of
Israel is that the Palestinians also had their lands con¬
fiscated by Israeli government This is far from the
truth. According to the Jordanian newspaper Filastin
on February 19, 1949, ‘The Arab States encouraged
the Palestine Arabs to leave their homes temporarily
in order to be out of the way of the Arab invasion
armies.” The Arab countries that attacked Israel boast¬
ed and proclaimed that they would destroy the
“Zionist” country. They asked the Arab population to
temporarily evacuate the area, and told them that they

would be allowed to return to their homes after the
Jews had been expelled. However, as former
Palestinian Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas points
out, “The Arab armies entered Palestine to protect the
Palestinians from the Zionist tyranny but, instead,
they abandoned them, forced them to emigrate and to
leave their homeland, and threw them into prisons
similar to the ghettos in which the Jews used to live.”
One only has to look at the current conditions of
Palestinians in neighboring countries to see what
Abbas means. For example, in Lebanon, Palestinian
refugees cannot own land, go to public school, and
suffer other indignities, such as living in squalid
camps. It seems that protecting some intolerant polit¬
ical agenda to destroy Israel is more important than
providing relief for their Arab “brothers.” Even more
to the point, why are their still hundreds of thousands
of refugees in camps throughout the Middle East,
such as in Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon?
The most disgusting part is that Israel and the
United States are blamed for the current condition of
the Palestinians. Arab states blame Israel and
America’s support for the current conflict, ignoring
their own responsibility, which is ludicrous. In 1949,
Israel offered to allow families that had been separat¬
ed during the war to return, to release refugee
accounts frozen in Israeli banks (eventually released
in 1953), to pay compensation for abandoned lands,
and to repatriate 100,000 refugees, on the condition
that they would sign a peace treaty. However, all the
Arab nations rejected all Israeli offers of conciliation,
unwilling to make any compromise that did not allow
a “right of return” for all Palestinian refugees or
acknowledgment of the existence of Israel. Israel
realized it could not repatriate all the refugees because
they had left and could act as a potential “fifth col¬
umn.” Even Arab leaders such as former Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak knew this and said, ‘The
Palestinian demand for the ‘right of return’ is totally
unrealistic and would have to be solved by means of
financial compensation and resettlement in Arab
countries.”
Trying to alleviate the suffering of the Palestinian
people, Israel did release the Arab refugees’ blocked
See ISRAEL, p.5

DOVES IGNORE PLAIN FACTS
CURTIS LETTER
Continued from p. 2
deserved” but then goes on to call into question
the very beliefs that earned her that award. I
get the feeling that his letter would never have
been written if Ms. Bakovic had opposed the
war and supported Palestinian terrorism. He
derides her for her criticism of European multi¬
lateralism (arguably the reason that Saddam
was able to terrorize the Iraqi people for over a
decade) and her support of President Bush. He
sarcastically accuses her of “parrotjing] Bush’s
eclectic fist of evil countries,” supporting the
war on “ill-defined” terror, and not accusing
the Bush administration of terrorism.
While it is clear to me that Mr. Harrington
does not agree with President Bush, calling the
“shock and awe” bombing campaign “terror¬
ism” is folly. “Shock and awe” was the single
most efficient and surgical bombing campaign
in the history of the world, minimizing civilian
casualties while maximizing those of Saddam’s
regular military. To the other charge, I would
point out that Mr. Harrington plays the standard
liberal role of critical but not helpful: he says
that Ms. Bakovic defines terror poorly, but then
does not offer a better definition, or even an
alternative definition, for that matter.
As to Bush’s “axis of evil,” I must admit that
I do not personally condone the labeling of cer¬
tain nations as “terrorist states” because that
implies a level of complicity from the govern¬
ment that may or may not truly exist. Though I
do not necessarily agree with it, I understand
that he does so to send a warning message to
those countries who have been thumbing their
noses at the UN and NATO for years without
repercussions. Of course his list is highly selec¬
tive; there are only a few countries in the world
that actively and openly support terrorism.
There are exceptions; Iran used to support ter¬
rorism, so its reputation precedes it. Now ter¬
rorists use that reputation for protection despite
the fact that the Iranian government would like

to reopen relations with the UN and America;
hence my reservations.
The next paragraph seems rather ironic to
me: Mr. Harrington describes the exact reasons
we went to war as his argument against it. He
says that many Europeans opposed the war
because “thousands of innocent lives [were]
being lost, hundreds of billions of dollars
[were] being wasted, [and] the principals of
international law [were] being trampled.”
Saddam Hussein killed tens—maybe hun¬
dreds—of thousands of his own countrymen
during his reign of terror, both with conven¬
tional means (guns, bludgeoning, etc.) and bio¬
logical means (chemical or viral/bacterial
agents). UN sanctions and surveillance against
Saddam’s regime most certainly cost some¬
where in the billions—if not hundreds of bil¬
lions—of dollars, while he spent 11 years hang¬
ing out in his palaces.
The last charge is the most ridiculous:
Saddam trampled on international law by ille¬
gally constructing WMDs 11 years ago, and
that doesn’t include the aforementioned human
rights violations. President Bush gave a back¬
bone to the UN’s hollow threats. Frankly,
Saddam never would have responded to diplo¬
macy. He didn’t during George H.W.’s or
Clinton’s presidency; he was having too much
fun with his thirty-bazillion palaces to care
what the economic sanctions were doing to
normal people. No; it was Saddam who tram¬
pled on international law, cost thousands of
innocent lives, and billions of dollars.
I believe John Stuart Mill put it best: “War is
an ugly thing but not the ugliest of things; the
decayed and degraded state of moral and patri¬
otic feelings which thinks that nothing is worth
war is much worse. A man who has nothing for
which he is willing to fight, nothing which is
more important than his own personal safety, is
a miserable creature and has no chance of being
free unless made and kept so by the exertions
of better men than himself.”
--Kyle Curtis ‘07

Digitz
2.0

Instead of Jr. or H, suffix
added to end of name of
newborn John Blake
Cusack 2.0. Version 2.0
was bom at Holland (MI)
Community Hospital on
Tuesday and taken home
Friday by his geeky par¬
ents.
2

Total number of e-mails
sent by President Clinton
while in office. One was a
test, and one was sent to
John Glenn while in
space. The remainder of
the White House staff
sent 39,999,996 electronic
messages while Clinton
was in office.
8.5
Jail sentence, in years, of
42-year-old Armin Meiwes
for killing and eating a
man in Kassel, Germany.
Defense produced video¬
tape that proved that the
cannibalization was con¬
sensual, and that an
‘international cannibal
community’ exists on the
internet with hundreds of
members. According to
Meiwes, “We could solve
the problem of overpopu¬
lation and famine at a
(single) stroke."

Bakovic’s words must
be considered
SHULMAN LETTER
Continued from p. 2
Islamic hatred of Israel is real. Anti-Semitism
(unfortunately on the rise in France and in many
leftist movements) is real. A “critical examina¬
tion of what [our and other] governments might
be doing to hurt people and earn their resent¬
ment,” as recommended by Nathan in his letter,
is essential. So is a critical examination of the
institutionalized hatred of Israel in many Arab
countries, and the ways in which their own gov¬
ernments oppress their peoples. One key differ¬
ence worth noting is the possibility and growing
prevalence of self-criticism in certain countries
and the lack thereof (often because it would
result in imprisonment or worse) in other coun¬
tries. At Bates we are fortunate to have the
opportunity to hear and listen to many voices, to
disagree and work to change others’ hearts and
minds. Let’s take advantage of that.
We have not lost Smadar Bakovic as a “pro¬
gressive, peace-seeking Jewish thinker,” but she
may have some things to say that challenge our
own ideas, and we need to listen and engage
with her as a colleague and friend, not dismiss
her.
—Bonnie Shulman
Associate Professor of Mathematics
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BOOBS AND FOOTBALL: BOTH EXPOSED IN SUPER BOWL
by CHET CLEM

HUMOR COLUMNIST

Both CBS and the NFL immediately issued

nervous. The game got close, too close. But in

statements saying that they had no idea it was

the end, the Patriots pulled it off. You saw it. Or

going to happen, and that it was regrettable. In

were you watching “Bands Reunited” on VH1?

Let’s talk about boobs and football.

response, every 15-year-old boy in the country

Did that get everyone’s attention? Good.

issued a collective statement of “cool.”

Like many other New England sports fans,
I’m waiting for the team to thank me for doing

Now reach over to the women sitting next to

For the second time in three years, place-

my part. I know that it was the superstitious

you and get their attention too. No women sit¬

kicker Adam Vinatieri won the game with a last

actions of fans such as myself that won the

ting next to you? Maybe you should spend time

second field goal. Now, some people feel that

game. That comeback in the 4th quarter? Yeah,

thinking about more than boobs and football.

having a kicker win the game after 60 minutes

that was us. Everyone in my room stood up and

OK, not much more time, but maybe just a lit¬

of rough and rowdy action is anti-climatic. OK,

switched couches, and the Pats rebounded. The

tle.

so I don’t actually know anyone who has said

botched kickoff by John Kasay? Us too. We

89.6 million people worldwide tuned in

this. But I know that these people are out there,

cursed him by drinking with our left hands.

Sunday to watch the New England Patriots take

and it works for this article, so I’m going to run

This wasn’t just a victory for the Patriots play¬

on the Carolina Panthers in Super Bowl

with it.

ers, it was a win for all the supporters.

XXXVIII. According to a survey done by the
Associated Press, 1/4 of them admitted to
watching solely for the commercials and the

DEAN
Continued from p. 3
movement of Vietnam Veterans Against the
War? Shouldn’t we have a voice in the Senate
who will say no to John Ashcroft and George
W. Bush? Should we not take note when a can¬
didate who often talks of the need to narrow
the gap between the rich and the poor manages

According to my research (read: watching

Now if we could only get the enthusiasm

movies and being stereotypical), kickers are

seen last weekend more often at Bates. Where

notorious for being the outcasts of the team.

is the excitement? Where are the fans? Where

Times recently came out with an article about

is the school spirit? Well, if they’re lucky, Costa

the nature of financial support the Democratic

Rica. I hear it’s nice there this time of year. But

candidates receive.

really, this campus has been dead lately. People

John Kerry regularly promises to stand up to

The scrawny guy with the weird cleats. The one

halftime show. According to my own survey,

sitting at the front of the team bus. The unlike¬

people are getting really tired of Roman

ly hero. It’s like having the spelling bee won by

to revive his campaign by mortgaging $8 mil¬
lion of his Beacon Hill home? The New York

It says, “While Senator

Numerals.
The big story this year has been the Janet

the dyslexic kid.
But this isn’t the case in New England.

stay in their rooms, avoid interactions, and

‘big corporations,’ his campaign has taken

Jackson and Justin Timberlake performance.

Vinatieri has been a regional hero since his foot

drive around to everything on campus. Well,

money from executives on Wall Street and

Due to what Timberlake referred to as a

carried the team through the snow to Super

around most things. Sometimes over trees.

those representing the telecommunications

“wardrobe malfunction,” Jackson’s right breast

Bowl XXXVI in 2002. We knew he was there

So, revel in the Pats win, but don’t let it stop

popped out at the end of the song “Rock Your

if we needed him, solid as always, never miss¬

Body,” proving yet again that there is contro¬

there. Let’s keep the excitement going for our

ing a crucial kick.

own teams here at Bates. And be careful getting

versy to be found wherever a Jackson and a
young male are together.

And then he missed. And then he got
blocked. And New England started getting very

Bush for catering to the rich, but he has
depended more heavily on affluent donors than
the other leading Democrats except for another

doozy.

populist, Senator John Edwards.”

They instill the confidence that allows for long¬

ISRAELI HISTORY
OVERLOOKED

term investments, such as remodeling the family

ISRAEL

(even as a member of the Senate Education

Continued from p. 3

Committee) and the Patriot Act. Again, I ask,

Property rights have tremendous advantages.

Continued from p. 3

Congress. Mr. Kerry denounces President

off the Patriots bandwagon, that last step’s a

Growth Possible in Africa
AFRICA

industry, which is under his purview in

John Edwards is a handsome, smooth-talk¬
ing attorney from the South who, despite his
populist message “of hope,” failed to stand up
to the President when it counted. He also sup¬
ported the war in Iraq, No Child Left Behind

lars of aid have simply vanished due to corrupt

home or purchasing a new plot of land. They

leaders who pocket the money instead of allo¬

allow for peasants to build on their wealth and to

should we not expect more?

cating it to the citizens.

seize the colossal stock of underexploited assets.

Edwards talks the talk but doesn’t walk the

A measure often overlooked in international

With defined property rights, nations will be

development is the creation and recognition of

able to collect tax revenues more easily, which

secure property rights. Less than 10% of land in

can be reinvested in the countries’ growth.

Africa is formally owned.

This is important

paid thousands of claimants cash compensation and
granted thousands of acres as alternative holdings,
although they never got any peace agreement

Despite its track record, Africa is not doomed.

because land titles are used as collateral to gain

Some governments have demonstrated that they

loans from banks in order to reinvest in entre¬

can achieve some good: think of Uganda’s suc¬

preneurial activities.

Banks will not extend

cess in tackling AIDS, South Africa’s peaceful

finances to those who have no capital to back the

transition from tyranny to democracy, and

loan. Hernando de Soto, the Peruvian economist

Botswana’s sustained growth. As the continent’s

and founder of the Institute for Liberty and

perennial wars subside and the AIDS crisis is

Democracy, calls this “dead capital.” Mr. de

finally acknowledged, there is hope in Africa.

Soto has estimated that the total value of

Half of the continent is under the age of 16, and

Africans’ informally owned houses and farm¬

70% were bom after independence, and are

land in 1997 was roughly $1 trillion.

therefore more likely to blame their current ruler

That is

bank accounts, totaling more than $10 million Israel

almost three times sub-Saharan Africa’s annual

than their past oppressors for injustices. Africa

GDP, and more than 70 times the amount of for¬

has a long and difficult journey ahead. But here’s

eign aid the continent receives each year.

to hoping.

What They Did After the Super Bowl

nations did not just accept compensation and instead
refused to assimilate the Palestinians whom they
asked to emigrate? Because as Egyptian President
Nasser explained in 1961, “If refugees return to Israel,
They forced the

Palestinians to keep their “right of return” by refusing
to assimilate them, hoping that it would destroy Israel.
Many Palestinians are still hoping to reach a “one
state for two people” solution in order to destroy the
existence of the State of Israel as a Jewish nation.
While Jewish refugees from Arab countries
received no international assistance, Palestinians
received millions of dollars through the United Relief
Workers Association (UNRWA).

UNRWA was a

United Nations organization set up to assist refugees.
Initially, the United States contributed $25 million
and Israel nearly $3 million. The total Arab contribu¬

Panthers Kicker John Kasay: Considered offers from boner-maker
Levitra to be their new spokesman for the “Keep it in There” ad cam¬
paign.
Tom Brady: Massive Orgy
Kordell Stewart: Massive Orgy
Joe Namath: Attempted Massive Orgy
Patriots Coach Bill Belichick: Bought 2004 Super Bowl hooded
sweatshirt.
Bates Male Population: Attempting to find photos of Janet Jackson’s
exposed nipple.
Bates Male Population: Secretly attempting to find photos of Tom
Brady’s exposed nipples.
Tom Brady: A third massive orgy.
Grady Little: Rethought maybe taking out Pedro.
Panthers Owner Jerry Richardson: Hurled self out of owner’s box.
Patriots owner Bob Kraft: Slurred way through Lombardi Trophy
acceptance speech, again.
Panthers fans: Forgot about loss, turned TV to NASCAR Network.
Patriots fans: Discussed how Carl Schilling and Keith Foulke are
great additions to the Sox pitching staff.
Mainers: Guns, snowmobiles, and brandy. Oh wait, that’s “winter,”
not the Super Bowl.
Elaine Tbttle Hansen: As usual, no one knows.
Student Editorial Staff: Returned with our fellow nerds to the
nerdery with our calculators.

tions amounted to approximately $600,000. For the
first 20 years after Israeli independence, the United
States provided more than two-thirds of the funds,
while the Arab states provided only a tiny fraction. In
fact, Israel donated more funds to UNRWA than most
Arab states. The Saudis did not match Israel’s contri¬
bution until 1973, and both Kuwait and Libya did not
catch up until 1980. As recently as 1994, the only
Arab countries to donate more to UNRWA than Israel
were Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Morocco.

The

United States is still by far the organization’s largest
contributor, donating nearly $100 million in 2000,
approximately 30 percent of the organization’s $293
million. Meanwhile, the Arab states managed to con¬
tribute only 2 percent of the UNRWA budget
People tend to believe that the Palestinians are the
victims of an oppressive Israeli regime and that the
Israelis commit a genocidal practice against them
similar to the Nazi genocide against the Jews between
1939-1945. One just has to look at all the compar¬
isons of Israel to Nazi Germany in the Arab world or,
even worse, in Western media It is truly disgusting
that this occurs, considering that the Israelis have
done everything in their power to reach a viable peace
agreement while protecting their existence.
They have tried everything in their power to alle¬
viate the Palestinians’ suffering and compensate them
for their loss in a fair manner. Why are these Arab
countries, which have sacrificed the Palestinians to
their own political devices and used them as pawns,
not also held accountable for the situation? Why is
Israel expected to make every concession by coun¬

special interests.

Like Kerry, he has built a

campaign on opposing the very legislation he
The most baffling candidacy of all, however,
is General Wesley Clark.

A supporter of

Nixon, Regan and the first Bush, how can he
run as a Democrat and keep a straight face, let
alone make audacious statements claiming
support of the environment, human rights, and
a willingness to fight for the underprivileged
and underrepresented members of this coun¬
try?

Clark has run his campaign on a fairly

leftist

trajectory,

Republican.

ironic

for

a

lifelong

He has supported the School of

the Americas in Georgia, now the Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation,
a military school where Latin American sol¬
diers are trained to carry out U.S. foreign poli¬
cy, much of it covert, in Latin America (such as
the coup against Allende in Chile and coups
and massacres in Haiti, El Salvador and
Panama, among others).

Kerry, Gephart and

Kucinich have signed bills in the Senate and
the House, respectively, to close the school
down. (Dean obviously wasn’t in a position to
sign such a bill because he was a governor.)
Clark has defended the School during his cam¬
paign, and his campaign co-chairman in New
Hampshire was even a paid advisor to the
renamed School in 2001.

He once said, “We

are teaching police and military people from
Latin America human rights. And if we didn’t
bring them in and teach them human rights,
they wouldn’t be able to learn human rights
anywhere.” Is this true for a school that dis¬
plays dictator Pinochet’s swords triumphantly
over its main entrance? Don’t think so.
If we are able to move past the rhetoric, the
media coverage and the overall frenzy and vote
based on our own convictions, we have done
our job as educated students and most of all as
citizens.
One last thing: The way the Democratic race
is set up this year is somewhat deceptive.
While the press will try to declare a winner
after February 3, the majority of delegates
(75%) will not be chosen until after the
Wisconsin Primary, which is held on February
17. Until then, it is our job to make decisions
without being overly influenced by the press.
This race is about winning delegates, not win¬
ning Iowa and New Hampshire. For all of us,

tries and people that refuse to acknowledge their right

February 8 is our chance to get involved. Get

to

off your ass and go to the caucus: Lewiston

exist?

Until

Arab

countries

are

held

accountable and accept Israel’s existence, peace will

By: Chet Clem, Mike Lopez, Drew McKenna, and Andrew Simon

walk. Like Kerry, he has accepted money from

voted for. We can do better.

You may be asking yourself now why the Arab

Israel will cease to exist.”

Like Kerry,

be impossible.

High School, 2:30 p.m.
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BCSG: New Name for a New RA
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
In a nearly two year long effort to bring the
student’s voice into the College Government
the Representative Assembly (RA) has dis¬
banded to make way for the Bates College
Student Government (BCSG), which will take
over power after ‘Super Tuesday’ elections on
February 10. The Transition Oversight Board
(TOB) is responsible for carrying out the elec¬
tions for the new representative positions.
Nominations will close on Saturday, February
7, at noon and campaigning will take place all
this week.
The new BCSG, which has an almost entire¬
ly new constitution, will implement a number
of changes to “get the student’s voice heard,” as
James Fischer, TOB Chair said. First, the gov¬
ernment will be split into two halves: the
Legislative Branch called the Representative
Assembly and an Executive Branch (the
Executive Council).
The Legislative Branch will be made up of
student representatives who have voting power
in the BCSG. For every 50 people living in a
given residential building, there will be one
representative (buildings with less than 50 peo¬
ple will have one representative too). There
will no longer be club representatives in stu¬
dent government, as there were past problems
with attendance according to Fischer.
The Executive Branch will be made up of the
following elected officials: President, VicePresident of Student Committees, and VicePresident of Student Clubs who will be elected
by the recognized clubs on campus, each hav¬
ing one vote.
One of the largest changes is that the
President of the student body and Chair of the
RA are now two different people. Formerly,
the Chair, who was also the student-elected
president, ran meetings, could not speak his
mind, and was supposed to be impartial. Now
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the Chair is a position to be elected by the
Legislative Branch of the BCSG, while the
President will remain elected by the student
body.
There will be two different types of repre¬
sentatives from each graduating class. There
will be two representatives from each grade
with voting power, then there will be class co¬
presidents who’s job will be more clearly
defined after the first set of eight are elected.
The new constitution was begun a year and a
half ago after a committee to write the consti¬
tution was formed and students looked at the
governments of many NESCAC schools
including Bowdoin, Colby, Amherst, and
Williams. This new constitution was original¬
ly voted on, on Dec. 1 and had to be approved
by the student body and the RA. The student
body passed the bill, but the RA failed to
approve it. On Monday, Jan. 24, the RA re¬
voted and passed the bill, dissolving the RA.
RA members will now have to have an office
hour every week and will have to follow exact
procedure if they are going to miss a meeting.
“Representatives can no longer take their gov¬
ernment positions lightly, they are now
accountable for being at the meetings,” said
Tahsin Alam, member of TOB.
“One big misconception is that once the con¬
stitution is set in stone it’s final but you can
work on it constantly to respond to new situa¬
tions,” said Fischer. “This is the student’s
chance to get excited about it and make it
work,” said Katie Nolan, member of TOB.
To view the new constitution go to the BCSG
website, www.bates.edu/RA. The name will be
changed accordingly soon. “This is not going
to fix everything it will just give the students
the tools to fix everything,” said Fischer.
Elections for all residential buildings will take
place this week, and Executive Branch elec¬
tions will once again take place on Tuesday,
February 10.

Students learn healthy habits and how to help friends with eating disorders
by TIM AYERS
STAFF WRITER
Last week, the Bates Eating Awareness
Association (BEAA) hosted their annual
Eating Awareness Week on campus. The
Awareness Week consisted of a series of lec¬
tures, discussions, and other events open to the
entire campus.
The events began on Tuesday with a lecture
titled “BE (AA) Aware of Your Stress Level,”
as well as a relaxed dinner at Frye Street Union
and free massages at the Women’s Resource
Center. On Wednesday, a slide show and lec¬
ture titled “The Naked Truth: Advertising’s
Image of Women” in Olin Concert Hall
informed those in attendance about “the rela¬
tionship of media images to actual problems in
society, such as violence, abuse of children,
rape and sexual harassment, censorship,
teenage pregnancy, addiction, and eating disor¬
ders.” On Thursday, a lecture was presented,
titled “How to Help a Friend with An Eating
Disorder,” and on Friday, BEAA posted hints
around Chase Hall and in the Bates Daily about
how to live healthier and happier based on your
current appearance.
Finally, the events
wrapped up on Monday with a discussion about
“How to Eat for Your Activity Level,” describ¬
ing how people of any activity level can main¬
tain a healthy diet.
Psychotherapist Adelaide Trafton gave the
lecture titled “How to Help a Friend with An
Eating Disorder” at the Health Center on
Thursday. It focused on educating the audience
on eating disorders, their symptoms, and how
to help someone with one.
Trafton began by describing eating disorders,

calling them “complicated,” and saying that
“food is the vehicle of expression for someone
who
is
feeling
sad,
unattached,
unhappy and depressed.” She said that people
suffering from an eating disorder often find it
hard to feel compassion for themselves, and
those who suffer from eating disorders tend to
be “bright, perceptive, intuitive” people.
Trafton also revealed that eating disorders are
more common in the Western world.
The next part of the talk focused on how hard
it is for someone with an eating disorder to face
the fact. People are often secretive about their
problem, and this “secrecy around eating disor¬
ders is incredibly intense.” In fact, the condi¬
tion can continue for years, and Trafton said
people have actually said to her, “My eating
disorder has been my best friend. It’s been my
survival.” There are many symptoms of an eat¬
ing disorder that those close to someone suffer¬
ing can notice, including depression, irritabili¬
ty, irregular eating habits, and a higher aware¬
ness of other’s eating habits.
Finally, Trafton covered how a friend can
help someone if they suspect an eating disor¬
der. She warned that those with eating disor¬
ders can “outwit” those trying to help them,
and the best approach is to educate oneself eat¬
ing disorders before approaching the subject.
When talking to the person, let him or her know
about “things that you see and that you
noticed,” and if they get angry, “reaffirm your
care for them and leave it.” Finally, if the situ¬
ation does not change, the best decision may be
to notify the health center.
She concluded by saying, “the experience of
an eating disorder never leaves, you never for¬
get it.”

Anti-ad advocate, Jean Kilbourne, on female image
by ALI MORRIS
STAFF WRITER
Last Wednesday, Jan. 28, over 150 people
packed into the Olin Concert Hall to listen to
Jean Kilbourne speak. An enemy of advertis¬
ing agencies, Kilbourne is known for giving
lectures all across the country about the nega¬
tive effect of ads on their audiences and how
they are responsible for eating disorders and
low self-esteem issues. College-aged girls are
especially targets, making it no coincidence
that three-fourths of the audience were women.
You might ask why Kilbourne became inter¬
ested in lecturing people on this issue. As a for¬
mer model, Jean Kilbourne was unhappy with
the way people were presented in the industry.
With new computer techniques, magazines can
change anything from the color of the model’s
eyes to the shape of his or her entire leg. In
fact, most ads use features of four to five dif¬
ferent people to assemble the one person you
see in the picture, making it virtually impossi¬
ble to look the way the ad presents the person.
Sometimes magazines even superimpost a
man’s leg on a woman’s body because men

Ryan Toussaint/Bates Student

Jean Kilbourne speaking to a
packed Olin auditorium on the
adverse affects of advertising.
often have longer and leaner leg figures.
So if ads are one big lie, how is that supposed
to make the public feel? An average model

weighs 23% less than the average woman. If
they are supposed to target a consumer for their
product, then the consumer will want to appear
the way the model appears. This leads to huge
health risks and often depression, because the
average person can never come close to appear¬
ing that way. Therefore, the occurence of eat¬
ing disorders has greatly increased. One in five
girls has an eating disorder (as in bulimia or
anorexia), and four in five girls have admitted
to thinking about their weight on a regular
basis. These statistics show that practically
every girl has become a victim to weight issues
in some way or another.
Not only do models’ body types send mes¬
sages to their audience, but their actions do as
well. Many food ads present a dangerously
skinny model eating the product in an erotic
manner and, in doing so, present a double stan¬
dard to their consumer. Instead of promoting
an unhealthy proportion of food in a way that
doesn’t seem as though the person will gain
weight, ads need to show how we “must learn
to eat with pleasure and joy, in a healthy set¬
ting” says Kilbourne. Not surprisingly, many

Photos courtesy of ww\

ads also have sexual messages. “The impact of
sexual messages is actually anti-erotic. They
are used to desensitize us instead of shock us,”
stated Kilbourne. Also, in ads that portray a
man and a woman, “the woman is always
shown as smaller than the man and in a position
of less power.” The opposite is true when race
is involved. If a man of color is portrayed with
a white woman, the woman will often seem
more powerful and the man more subordinate.
The subliminal messages that these advertise¬
ments send to the public cross many unneces¬
sary boundaries that should not, in any way, be
promoted in our society.
Because ads place such a strong emphasis on
sexuality, Kilbourne remarked, “if someone
were to come from a different planet, they
would conclude two things: first, that sex is the
most important thing in our world, and second,
that sex is only for the young.” The ads don’t
address relationships or intimacy in the least
bit, which encourages young audiences to look
at sex trivially. From eating disorders to self
esteem issues, ads in our society have placed a
false impression of perfection.
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This ad was met with a resounding
gasp when Kilbourne showed it to
the audience.

The above ad purports that women are simple and materialistic.
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This ad is an example of a number
of themes in advertising, especially
that of the acceptance of date-rape.
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The Den introduces new
social hour to stimulate
weekend business

Students connect beyond Bates

by TIM AYERS

STAFF WRITER
Beginning last Thursday, Jan. 29, the Den
introduced a new “Social Hour” in an attempt
to attract more members of the Bates commu¬
nity to gather after outside of school hours.
Open to students, faculty, and staff, this new
program will be offered every Thursday and
Friday from 4:30 to 7:00.
In order to attract students, the Den decided
to sell beer in the afternoon, as well as have an
all-you-can-eat dinner buffet. They have two
kinds of beer, Coors Light and Killian’s Irish
Red, priced at a little more than $2 a glass, with
the buffet at $3. On Thursday, the buffet con¬
sisted of several Italian pasta dishes, and
Friday featured a pizza buffet. Entertainment
is also offered; Thursday a live band played
and Friday there was a board game complete
with Superbowl trivia.
According to an email from Dining Services
Director Christine Schwartz, the “Social Hour”
replaced Pub Night, which previously took
place on Friday and Saturday nights and was
not well attended. Schwartz called the after¬
noon activities “a designated time and space on
campus where students, faculty and staff can
come together in a relaxed atmosphere.”
While the Den is still open Friday and Saturday
nights, they no longer check IDs at the door or
serve beer.
Around dinnertime on Thursday, the Den
was about half full, with several tables of stu¬
dents, a table of professors, and a table of phys¬
ical department staff. While the pasta was
available, the more popular option seemed to
be either eating at Commons and then going
down to the Den, or just bringing the free din¬
ing hall food down to eat with a beer. Several
students commented on the benefits of being
able to have a beer with the Thursday night
chicken tenders.
“It was great being able to have a buzz
before doing my Thursday night homework,”
said senior Paul Brunetti.

Photos courtesy of Bates Student Facebook

Kaitlin Hyde
by KIRSTEN TERRY

STAFF WRITER
Bates College prides itself on its strong tradi¬
tion of service learning. Holly Lasagna, pro¬
gram coordinator at the Center for Service
Learning, sees the activity as “A continuum - it
can be purely academically based as a part of
coursework, or it can be done during the sum¬
mer.” What separates it from simply volunteer¬
ing is that the goal of service learning is to con¬
nect what students are learning in the class¬
room to the community and their future.
139 agencies have been involved with Bates’
popular service learning program. Students
completed 61,954 documented hours of service
during the 2002-03 school year. Many of the
hours were spent working in after-school pro¬
grams, elementary schools, and nursing homes.
This overwhelming amount of service is
encouraged widely by at least 32 professors
who have incorporated it into their course
expectations.
This fall, several groups of students began
service learning as they also began their Bates
experiences. Students in Professor Makris’
First Year Seminar (FYS 261), entitled “Ain’t I
A Woman: Writing A Woman’s Life,” were
asked to conduct field research into the lives of
local women. Class members visited local eld¬
erly housing complexes for several hours a
week.

Environmental
Coordinator resigns
WENTWORTH
Continued from p. 1
that are “contaminated” or contain non-recyclable items whereas the students who worked
under Wentworth were paid to sort through the
bins before recycling them. Issues of liability
concerning students driving trucks forced the
College to pass the task onto Physical Plant.
Potter explained, however, that Physical Plant
is “excited” about their new role.
The Current and Future Situations
“We don’t quite know what the future of EFed is” explained Terry urm
•
Beckmann. Beckmann
took over as supervisor
to Wentworth after
Dean Carignan retired
in July. The current
plan is that E-Fed will BeckmaUTl.
finish the year off and,in the mean time, a
committee headed by a president-appointed
member of the faculty will begin to form. The
purpose of the creation of the new committee is
“to look at a five-year plan,” of how to imple¬
ment environmental sustainability on campus.
The committee’s intent, according to
Beckmann, is to evaluate a number of things
including: whether there is a need for E-Fed, or
an Environmental Coordinator; to lay out a
power structure concerning environmental ini¬
tiatives; and to lay out goals for environmental
progress. Beckmann said that if the school
wants an Environmental Coordinator the job
description must be defined. “It’s all driven by
goals,” Beckmann explained. Beckmann
stressed the importance of organization, defin¬
ing the roles of Recycling Coordinators,
improving communication between students

Matt Erisman

Kristen Kennedy

Kristen Kennedy, a student in FYS 261,
completed her coursework at nearby independ¬
ent living facility Maison Marcotte. She
worked with a 91-year-old, Franco-American

visits. “They got so excited,” said Hyde.
“Before, only a few people would come to
lunch. Pretty soon a bunch of people started
coming down.” Some of the interviews the stu¬
dents conducted at Blake St. were recorded
and are going to be made into a book.
Students in First Year Seminar 255: “The
Psychology of Influence,” taught by Professor
Bradfield, also integrated service learning into
their study of social psychology. They applied
their knowledge through a partnership with the
Abused Women’s Advocacy Project. The class
prepared and presented updated publications
and influence materials for AWAP. “It was a
fun project,” said class member Matt Erisman.
“It provided insight for the whole semester.”
One of the greatest benefits from service
learning is that it connects Bates students to the
region. “I think it’s such a misconception about
the relationship between Bates and Lewiston,”
said Lasagna. Service learning creates and
develops long-term relationships with organi¬
zations in the community. “They love Bates
students. People are interested in who they are,
where they’re from, what they’re studying,”
Lasagna said of the service agencies. “The
work from Bates students is both needed and
appreciated by the community.” Those that are
interested in Service Learning should stop by
the office at 163 Wood St. or visit their website,
www.bates.edu/service-leaming.xml. for ideas
and information on how to play an active role.

“Students in First Year
Seminar
255:
“The
Psychology of Influence”
taught
by
Professor
Bradfield also integrated
service learning into their
study of social psychology ”
woman, talking with her and listening to her
stories. Kennedy thought the service learning
was a worthwhile experience. “It was actually
really interesting to see how she had experi¬
enced Lewiston... her whole life,” she conclud¬
ed.
Also a member of FYS 261, Kaitlin Hyde
regularly worked at the Blake Street Towers
last semester. With two other classmates she
served lunch to and spoke with the elderly
women that live there. Hyde heard personal
regarding what it was like to grow up as a
woman in the early twentieth century, a time
when people of her gender had limited educa¬
tion and career options. She was pleased to see
how much the residents looked forward to their
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SPEND A SEMESTER
OVERSEAS
(and stay in the U.S.)

and the administration. “The easier you make
it the more likely you are to be successful,” said
Beckmann.
According to both Potter and Ari, E-Fed -is
still doing a number of things. The problem,
however, is that many members have little
power in their respective departments, and
I
therefore can enact little change. Ari explained
that “in this case starting anew would give us
so much more leverage,” concerning E-Fed’s
disbanding and the formation of the new task
force.
_ E-Fed is still dedicatj
•, ed to carrying out a few
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next fall, in which the
_ _ _ “student
manager”
would coordinate a i
crew of 15-20 volunteers in sorting through
recycling bins for Physical Plant, reducing
waste due to “contaminated” bins. There’s a
subcommittee, headed by Christine Schwartz,
Director of Dining Services, in E-Fed to talk
about an environmental fair for the spring. The
fair, to be tentatively held on Sept. 21, 2004,
will be comprised of informational kiosks,
demonstrations, and lectures.
Though Wentworth’s resignation has hin¬
dered environmental efforts,'many involved,
including Wentworth himself, feel that it will
facilitate change and force the administration to
take on the initiatives at a higher level. Along
with most of Bates’ environmental advocates,
Sarah Potter is optimistic of the direction of our
environmental program remarking, “it’s very
exciting where Bates might be able to go.”
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Learn in the vibrant, multi-cultural community of Honolulu. Enjoy a
university experience like no other. Be far away, but at home with the
language and customs. It all adds up to a semester you’ll never forget.

A Semester ALMOST Abroad at the
University of HawaTi at Manoa.
For complete information,
visit www.hawaii.edu/almost or email almost@hawaii.edu
On-campus housing and meals available.
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Arts & Entertainment

FILM FEST HIGHLIGHTS STUDENT TALENT
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
Students gathered last Saturday night to
enjoy Craigfest 2004, a student film festi¬
val featuring a variety of short films all
shot by Bates’ own Craig Saddlemire. The
hour-long event consisted of clips of some
of Saddlemire's earliest work, in addition
to his most recent, in a range of genres,
from documentary to drama.
Saddlemire introduced the film fest by
explaining that the main purpose of the
event was to serve as a premiere for the
short film Burden of Mind, which he co¬
wrote with fellow Batesie Drew Faller,
who starred in the film. The work leading
up to the feature presentation was a selec¬
tion of Saddlemire’s earlier projects, pro¬
gressing from middle-school years up to
the present.
The first clip shown was a teaser for
Saddlemire’s first film, The Partners. One
couldn’t help but laugh at parts of this
clip. The film features eleven- and twelveyear-old kids dressed up as grown men,
guns, knives, robberies, and hostages.
Despite the comic effect of seeing young
boys acting like adult criminals, the quali¬
ty of the work was quite impressive, con¬
sidering that it was done by a seventhgrader.
The next clip was from Saddlemire’s
documentary on extreme sports. Clips
from this work were scattered throughout
the film fest, and with good reason. The
film work was very good, and the range of
sports covered, which included snow¬
boarding, skateboarding, and mountain
biking among others, made for interesting
and exciting scenery. The segment on falls
was especially entertaining, because, as
Saddlemire himself explained, “People
really like to see other people get hurt.”
There were clips from a few other films
as well. There was a section from a World
War II film called Warhammer, which was
violent, but in a sort of comical way.
Again, this film featured young-looking
actors, this time crawling on their stom¬
achs through tall grasses in the attempt to
save some American POWs in a Nazi war
camp. Another clip was taken from
Saddlemire’s documentary Collective

by MATT MURPHY
BEER CRITIC

Whether you love or hate him there’s no
getting around the fact that Quentin
Tarentino has filmmaking style to the nines.
Tarentino’s unique style shines out through
the entirety of his fourth film, Kill Bill Vol. 1,
a samurai revenge film that takes a slew of
old Japanese samurai movie styles and puts
them all into one incredible, and incredibly
gory, work of genius.
Uma Thurman stars as “The Bride,” whose
real name is bleeped out throughout the film
for reasons that will hopefully be revealed in
Vol. 2. Thurman delivers a flawless perform¬
ance that could not have been delivered bet¬
ter by any actress today. Her contained anger
when talking to or about any of her sworn
enemies is so chilling that the audience
knows they wouldn’t want to see her in a
dark alleyway anytime soon.
The film itself starts out with such a chill¬
ing and gory event that for the rest of the
movie the audience knows that anything
could happen at any time, and this feeling
doesn’t go away, considering that anything
does happen at any time in Kill Bill.

introduced to a young man who had run
away from home to become a philosopher.
In the course of the ten-minute film, we
learn that all he really wants is to go back
to the normal life he once led, but that
unfortunately, that life is no longer a pos¬
sibility for him. The majority of this film
takes place on a set of railroad tracks, of
which there were some stunning shots.
The second full film that we watched was,
of course, Burden of Mind.
Burden of Mind began in a snowy forest.
A wild-looking man ran about, and we hear
his thoughts about the cold and about his
environment. In a shocking hunt scene, the
man throws his spear-like walking stick at
a “mover,” killing it. All we see is the
mover’s bloody hand, lying in the snow.

Instead of reviewing a beer this week,
I’ve decided to review the Great Lost Bear,
a restaurant/bar in Portland. If you’re
looking for the perfect location to get a
genuine feel for Maine beer, this is your
place. At most Lewiston bars, you may
find one or two Maine beers on tap—usual¬
ly a seasonal Gritty’s or Geary’s along with
stock Shipyard ale. So while the well-worn
qualities of Lewiston nightlife remain
highly addictive, I recommend taking a
breath of fresh air and. a sip of fresh ale
down in Portland. Right now, Lewiston
feels like a rural barren Siberia, while
Portland feels like Moscow: it’s still cold
as all hell, but at least there’s a semirefined feel to it.
The Great Lost Bear provides the cream
of the microbrew crop with fifty beers on
tap. Fifty beers on tap doesn’t guarantee a
fantastic bar experience, but the Great Lost
Bear manages to represent eighteen differ¬
ent beer styles, and all selections are top
notch brews. If you want to get a feel for
an Alt, Brown Ale, Export, ESB, Fruit, IPA,
Lager, Red, Wheat, or Seasonal Ale, all
hailing from Maine, the Great Lost Bear
serves up 5 oz. samples of beer for a dollar
each. I stuck with beers from Maine brew¬
ers that I’ve tasted, such as Peraquid Ale
from the Sheepscot brewery and Old
English Ale from Andrews Brewery. Not
all Maine microbreweries bottle their beer
and the Great Lost Bear also offers caskconditioned ales. If you’ve ever sampled a
hand drawn pint in England, you have
suckled from the proverbial cask-condi¬
tioned teat. The beer is served at room
temperature and features what most consid¬
er apogee taste. I sampled some Old
Thumper on cask and it tasted like a com¬
pletely different beer.
The Great Lost Bear doesn’t just have a
mouth-watering array of beer, but also has
some divine food. After working up my
appetite at the Maine rock gym about a
mile away, I split some wings with my
friends, ordered the Thai Chicken Noodle

See CRAIGFEST, p. 10

See BEAR, p. 10

The poster advertising Craigfest 2004, featuring a shot from the short film
Burden of Mind, which was shown at the event.
Thoughts, which consisted of conversa¬
tions that he had with various people. The
featured conversations were ones with
Saddlemire’s grandmother and great uncle,
and were really quite touching, particular¬
ly his great uncle’s reflections on war and
the role the government plays in it. The
most intriguing of all the clips was a trail¬
er for The Day Diver, one of Saddlemire’s
more recent projects. This film apparently
follows a man who looks in the mirror and
doesn’t like what he sees and the events
that unfold thereafter. The actors look
older, the acting looks more believable,
and the
plot
sounds
interesting.
Saddlemire’s talent was evident in all of
these clips.
Two short films were shown in full. The
first was Right Brain. In this film we were

Bring on the gore:
Kill Bill comes to Olin
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER

The Great Lost Bear
serves the perfect pint

“The Bride” awakes after a three-year
coma only to remember that at her wedding,
her former employer,‘Bill, sent his “Deadly
Viper Assassination Squad (D.I.V.A.S.)” to
kill her, her fiance, her entire wedding party,
and her formerly pregnant stomach shows
that her baby is also dead. The following
sequence is one of the most disgusting ideas
ever shown on film, but as Tarentino showed
in Reservoir Dogs, he likes to push the limits
of what audiences can take.
Thurman then goes on a revenge rampage
against the four D.I.V.A.S. members to
avenge her deceased husband and child. In
Vol. 1, “The Bride” gets to take out her
revenge on Vivica A. Fox and Lucy Liu, the
first two people on her “Death List.”
As Tarentino so enjoys doing, he plays
around with time by showing the fight
between Thurman and Fox before the Liu
battle occurs: as Thurman crosses Fox off the
death list at the beginning of the film, a black
line already covers Liu’s name.
Kill Bill has some imagery and shots that
have so much style and ingenuity that they
are immediately recognizable as Tarentino’s
work. For example, while Fox and Thurman
See KILL BILL, p. 10

At Bates and in the area
Tuesday. Feb. 3
- 4:30P.M., Poet Gary Lawless will
give lecture “Poetry as Path of
Pilgrimage” in Skelton lounge.
- 9:00P.M., Matt Pooley will be
giving a concert in the Ronj.
Wednesday. Feb. 4
- 6:00P.M., the skiing/snowboard¬
ing movie Journey will be playing
in Olin Concert Hall. It will also be
playing at 9:00P.M.

Olin Concert Hall.
- 8:00P.M., Marvins Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
Saturday. Feb. 7
8:00P.M.,
Experimental
Meditative
Music
Composer
Pauline Oliveros will give a con¬
cert in Olin Concert Hall.
- 8:00P.M., Marvins Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information

Thursday. Feb. 5
- 8:00P.M., Marvins Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
9:00P.M.,
Mike Errico
will
peform in the Silo as part of the
Village Club Concert Series.
Friday. Feb. 6
- 8:00P.M., The Bates College
Orchestra will give a concert in

- Billy Jonas will be giving a con¬
cert at the Union Street Brick
Chuch in Bangor. Call 469-6600 for
information.
Sunday. Feb. 8
- 2:00P.M., Marvins Room will be
playing at the Public Theatre. Call
782-2211 for information.
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“Comedian” provokes half-hearted laughter

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Walsh at his performance last Friday night.
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
Comedian PJ Walsh, who has recently
been touring with the Blue Collar Comedy
Tour, visited Bates last Friday night to
give a varied, and at times awkward, per¬
formance in the Silo. After getting off to a
slow start, Walsh partially redeemed him¬
self with a few hilarious jokes, but for the

The Deansmen give
semester’s first concert
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
The Ronj was packed last Friday evening
as students gathered to hear The Deansmen’s
first concert of the semester. Joining The
Deansmen were the Williams Accidentals
from Williams College, a female a cappella
group that is currently on a between-semester
tour in the area. It may have been cramped,
but the discomfort was well worth it, as per¬
formances given by both groups were heart¬
felt and entertaining.
The Deansmen opened with a beautiful
number, and then surrendered the stage to the
Accidentals, who seemed to be quite at home
on the stage. The members of the group had
a wide vocal range, though the majority of
each song was sung by a powerful alto voice.
The girls belted out each of their sassy lovesongs, which included renditions of “Hit me
with your Best Shot,” “Let’s - Give ‘em
Something to Talk About,” and a particularly
spirited version of “I Just Want to Make Love
to You.” This song was belted out with emo¬
tion, and the group hooted and whistled at
one another, making it the highlight of the
Accidentals’ performance.
When The Deansmen retook the stage, they
wowed the crowd with their diverse vocal tal¬
ent, as well as their ability to laugh off their
mistakes. In a couple of songs, the perform¬
ers forgot a line or two, but the songs were by
no means ruined. On the contrary, each blun¬
der was met with laughter and wild applause,
as The Deansmen always managed to redeem
themselves by working doubly hard in the
rest of each song to show their spirit and abil¬
ities.
The range of songs performed by The
Deansmen was varied. They sang versions of
“Flip-top Twister of Love,” “Clocks,” and a
hilarious version of “Who’s That Lady?”
which had everyone laughing. The concert
concluded with “I Shall Not Walk Alone,”
which they sang gorgeously, and which
caused more than one audience member to
exclaim “I love this song!” or “This is so
beautiful!” It was indeed beautiful, and
proved a lovely ending to a fun performance.

most part, Walsh’s performance left much
to be desired.
The night started off with some jokes
about war and the military. While some of
these were funny, particularly his descrip¬
tion of members of the Navy who don’t
know how to swim, many of them need¬
lessly made fun of a wide range of people,
including Italians, Frenchmen, and short
people, to name a few. Laughter was only

half-hearted during this part of his show,
and several audience members got up and
left before the first twenty minutes were
over.
Fortunately, Walsh improved as the
night moved on. His bit about the differ¬
ences between men and women was great.
His comments about the vast quantities of
beauty products to be found in the female
shower were accurate, and his admission
that men use all of their girlfriends’ prod¬
ucts when no one is around to catch them
was funny because it was true. He also
talked about how unaware he was about
how great a feat childbirth is, saying “my
sister just had a baby. It weighed twelve
pounds. I was like,‘What’s the big deal? I
can bench that, suck it up.’” He then went
on to tell us that he realized just how big
a
twelve-pouhd
baby
was
on
Thanksgiving, when he saw a twelve
pound turkey, and he ended by saying
“Thank youwwomen for having babies.
Thank you so much!”
Walsh’s physical comedy was great. His
ability to flop down onto the stage at ran¬
dom times or run around and kick his legs
up in the air added emphasis to his jokes,
besides making him funny to look at. He
also occasionally caught on to something
that everyone can identify with, and those
moments were the best. For example, he
told quite a few jokes about the awkward
years of puberty, referring to embarrass¬
ing spin-the-bottle and seven-minutes-inheaven moments. When he asked the audi¬
ence, “Have you ever totally misjudged a
kiss?” the response was a roar of laughter
- apparently, everyone had. He then went

on to do an impression of swallowing a
girl’s head in a much too open-mouthed
kiss. It was hilarious.
Despite these funny moments, Walsh
continuously turned the crowd off with his
offensive comedic style. His habit of pick¬
ing on audience members and saying mean
things to them was annoying, not funny.
He seemed to be really reaching for mate¬
rial, as if he was aware that he wasn’t
doing very well and wanted to put the
humiliation off onto audience members.
The audience members took it in stride,
but Walsh’s interactions with the audience
were a weakness in the show.
The ending of the show was pretty good.
Yes, it involved a little audience member
humiliation, but in a good way. Walsh
selected five men and five women from
the audience and then instructed them to
compete in “a good old-fashioned danceoff.” The best part of the dance-off was
when one. of the male dancers walked off
stage and out the door when Walsh wasn’t
looking. Walsh informed the audience that
at every school he’d performed at the guys
always won the competition. After a sev¬
eral-minute. long planning session, the
guys came out with a rather uninspired though hysterical - dance routine. The
girls got on stage and took turns showing
the guys up, eventually winning the com¬
petition. As a final stunt, Walsh showed us
“how it’s done” by getting down on the
dance floor all by himself, providing a fun
ending to an otherwise imperfect perform¬
ance.

MONSOON WEDDING MARKS END OF
CONTEMPORARY ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL

One of Monsoon Wedding’s artful scenes.

by KARA DIETRICH
STAFF WRITER
Going out with a bang, the Friday night
showing of Monsoon Wedding, a highly
acclaimed Indian romantic comedy,
marked the conclusion of The Eye: The
2004
Bates
College
Festival
of
Contemporary Asian Cinema. Although
the film was scheduled to play last week,
its postponement did not stop the handful
of people who came to watch Mira Nair’s
colorful imagination come to life on the
screen in a story about an upper-class
arranged marriage in India.
The screening opened with a short dis¬
cussion by John Yu Zou, assistant profes¬
sor of Chinese at Bates. He spoke about
the film, its female director, and the rising

film
industry
in
India,
coined
“Bollywood.” As an accomplished film
director and producer, Zou spoke about
Nair’s education at Delhi University and
then later at Harvard. Some of her other
films include Salaam Bombay!, for which
she was nominated for an Academy Award
for Best Foreign Language in 1988, and
Mississippi Masala, starring Denzel
Washington. She has worked both in
India and the United States. One of her
more recent accomplishments is an 11
minute, 9 second short film about a fami¬
ly in Queens whose son was missing after
September 11. However, before that proj¬
ect, she set out to New Delhi in the sum¬
mer of 2000 with a strict 30-day schedule
to film Monsoon Wedding, which earned
her recognition and a Golden Globe nom¬

ination.
At its core, Monsoon Wedding is about
love, as would befit a romantic comedy.
However, the film is also a family drama
with difficult issues and a dark side. It
opens as the monsoon rains loom in India
and the Verma family gathers in New
Delhi for the arranged marriage of Aditi
and Hemant. Aditi actually loves her for¬
mer boss, Vikram, but agrees to marry
Hemant and move with him to Houston,
Texas after the ceremony. Her apprehen¬
sion is evident from the onset, but over
the course of the festivities leading up to
the wedding, she begins to fall for the man
she will call her husband.
Although Aditi and Hemant’s marriage
and the preparations it entails are the focal
point of the film, other stories also
emerge. The “wedding planner” falls for
the family’s maid, Alice. Ria, Aditi’s
unmarried cousin, reveals a dark, sup¬
pressed secret of sexual abuse by a family
friend. Ayesha, another cousin of the
bride, lures a handsome Australian stu¬
dent, Rahul, with her sultry Indian charm.
The film colorfully captured the juxta¬
position of Indian tradition with modern
culture. A quotation from the film’s web¬
site captures this balance saying, “It pays
affectionate tribute to a city where
weighty tradition collides daily with glob¬
al culture and the dot-com age, yielding
an unusual and melodious harmony.”
While the film was captivating, it
lacked a driving momentum. I found
myself wanting more from the numerous
characters and their stories. The language
switches, often mid-sentence, were frus¬
trating. The subtitles helped, but also dis¬
tracted from the film’s ambiance. Despite
these critiques, Monsoon Wedding is an
educational and strikingly real picture of
India today. It is a film worth seeing, both
for its cinematography and its interwoven
stories.
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Student film fest in Olin
CRAIGFEST
Continued from p. 8
The wild man then looks up into the sky,
staring off at a full moon. The scene bril¬
liantly transitions to a modern day college
student (played by Faller), who we follow
as he trudges through his monotonous col¬
lege life. He is eventually involved in an
unfortunate accident that confines him to a
hospital bed, and which leaves him to his
natural, primal thoughts. The film ends
with a brutal surprise ending, and with a
great performance by Faller, who was
selected for the role because of his “mon¬
otone
voice.”
This
is
probably
Saddlemire’s best work, as the filming is
excellent, allowing viewers to focus sole¬
ly on the bizarre and mesmerizing plot.
Saddlemire ended Craigfest 2004 by
answering questions from the audience.
When asked where he planned to go with
his film career, he answered that he did
not necessarily plan to become a full-tme
cinematographer, but that he’d always be
up for a fun and engaging project. Those
are two words that definitely describe the
films displayed in Craigfest 2004: fun and
engaging. The event was interesting and
entertaining, and was definitely an hour
well spent on a Saturday night.

Write
Arts & Entertainment
email mrichard

Dining at one of
Portland’s finest bars
BEAR
Continued from p. 8
Soup, and devoured a Barbeque Burger. As
one may surmise from my choices, the
restaurant served eclectic pub fare. I’m
sure the wings were the best I’ve tasted in
Maine and the soup held its own after I
added some salt and hot sauce. The burger
was also first-rate, and with twenty differ¬
ent varieties to choose from, there’s literal¬
ly a different burger for every carnivorous
student at Bates. Unfortunately, I didn’t
notice any vegetarian options on the menu:
luckily, there’s always the vegan bar to fall
back on! The Ninety-Nine restaurant wish¬
es it served food of this golden caliber (but
perhaps some of you prefer factory pro¬
duced chicken spleen wings fried in pun¬
gent mule feces—I jest, of course).
In terms of decor, the Great Lost Bear
falls somewhere between an epic
Hemingway watering hole, replete with
staggering yet strangely stoic characters
and powerful guns, and a classic American
dive bar, which shares many of the afore¬
mentioned features minus the stoicism. I
especially liked the etched mirror display¬
ing a forest hollow and an original
Woodstock poster hanging near my table.
The motif of the great bear was carried on
throughout the pub, to my approval and
praise. The black bears of Maine are often
buried under the rampant statewide Moose
publicity, but you’ll not find a better mas¬
cot to embody pub ideals.
If you’ve got a serious interest in the
impressive and interesting brews of
Maine—well, my friend, you may have a
second home on 540 Forest Ave. at The
Great Lost Bear in Portland.

Uma Thurman shines in Kill Bill Vol. 1
KILL BILL
Continued from p. 8
are dueling it out in Fox’s living room, the
two are staring each other down with a huge
window behind them, which reveals a school
bus stopping and Fox’s child getting out.
Also, whenever Thurman first sees one of her
adversaries a retro 60s yellow and red spiral¬
ing “Batman-esque” filter comes up, accom¬
panied by a siren signaling that someone’s
about to get his butt kicked.
Apparently, when Miramax first saw the
script for Kill Bill, there was a sequence
which they had no idea how to make a real¬
ity without branding the film with a NC-17
rating - and keep in mind there isn’t any
nudity in the movie. In the animated story of
the origins of Liu’s character the gore is so
extreme, yet the animation so stylish and

inventive, that it’s not seen as nearly as
unsettling and unnecessary as it really should
be.
Finally, the battle between Thurman and
Liu’s Yakuza 88s (an army of 88 samurai) is
one of the flat-out coolest scenes ever. This
Tight, which is too huge for words, features
unrivaled fight choreography, and cine¬
matography great enough to encourage far
more than one audible yelp from the audi¬
ence.
All in all, Kill Bill is a movie about watch¬
ing a beautiful actress wail on her adver¬
saries with a samurai sword. However, with
the added bonus of a fantastic script and
story, phenomenal music, and the incredible
Tarentino directing, this is one of the top
three movies to come to Olin this year. And
to think! This is only one half of a movie;
Vol. 2 will be released in April to coincide
with the DVD release of Vol. 1.

On January 1st a new law prohibited smoking in bars and pool halls in Maine. Lighting up can mean a
fine for the owner of the bar as well as the smoker. Please help support the new law, which makes
these public places smoke-free. It's clean air for everyone to enjoy.

Bureau of Health, Department of Human Services
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Question on the Quad

Tuesday February 3, 2004

How do you plan on spending the
next six weeks of winter?

“Paying off my Super
Bowl debts.”

“Cuddling with my
Tom Brady poster.”

“Looking for Janet
Jackson’s Super Bowl
picture.”

“Making yellow snow.”

Aron Bell, ‘04

Ben Takai, ‘04

Andy Walenga, ‘04

Brett LaFlamme, ‘04
Meredith Katter, ‘ 04

Reporting and Photographs by Mike Lopez and Chrissy Dove
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Bobcat of the Week
OLIVIA ZUREK

Junior standout Olivia Zurek averaged
18 points and 7.3 rebounds in a 3-0 week
for the Bates women’s basketball team.
She led the Bobcats to a victory over the
University of Maine at Farmington on
Monday and completed the sweep with
last weekend’s desisive NESCAC victo¬
ries over Trinity and Amherst.
Against UMaine she led the team with
17 points while dishing out four assists
and grabbing five rebounds. She scored 22
points on 10-for-14 shooting in a 90-68
win over Trinity. She concluded her week
by recording her fourth double-double of
the season with 15 points and 10 rebounds
in a 72-46 win over Amherst.
Zurek has shot 55% from the floor this
year for the Bobcats and leads the team in
points (15) and rebounds (7.5) per game.

Courtesy Photo

Seeing Brady in a New Light
PATRIOTS
Continued from p. 16
ing god, completing rainbow after rainbow to
his receivers. But the Patriots used 127 yards
of rushing from a collection of runners
(Antowain Smith had 83) and a monster game
from Tom Brady to keep pace and set up Adam
Vinatieri with his second Super Bowl winning
field goal.
After all was said and done, it turned into
one of the best Super Bowls.
It brought the Patriots, Bill Belichick, and
Tom Brady into elite company, especially
Brady who is now one of only four men to win
the Super Bowl MVP twice (Bart Starr, Terry
Bradshaw, and Joe Montana).
The Patriots became just one of 8 teams to
win two championships asserting themselves
as the team of the new millennium.

Courtesy Photo

In a scant three years Brady has
emerged as a top-level quarterback
with a knack for winning games.

Illig optimistic about STANDINGS
women’s squash
MEN’S BASKETBALL

DEPTH
Continued from p. 15
“The new facility, with its five glass-backed
courts, makes it an entirely interactive experi¬
ence between the players and spectators,” Illig
said. “And the partisan Bates crowd gave the
players added adrenaline that helped us play
Dartmouth very close in both the men’s and
women’s matches.”
The Bobcats were competitive against a
very talented Dartmouth squad (ranked sixth
nationally) but did not get the results they
would have hoped for, losing the match 9-0.
Despite the scores, Bates took away some
positives from the match. Sarah Persing took
her Dartmouth opponent to five games, while
Liza Roberts, playing fourth, forced a tie¬
breaker in her third game.
“Playing Dartmouth was good competition
for us and for me personally,” said Engman.
“They are very strong, and have a lot of good
players.”
Bates coach John Illig was encouraged by
the performances as well.
“Playing Dartmouth so close means that we
are clawing our way dangerously close to the
top echelon of college squash,” Illig remarked.
Women’s squash now stands at 4-3 on the
season. The team plays host to Bowdoin again
on Tuesday, hoping to complete a season
sweep of their CBB rivals. On Saturday they
hit the road for matches against Amherst and
Mount Holyoke.

YOUNG SKI
TEAM DEVELOPS
SKIING
Continued from p. 14

783-2200
62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

HOURS:
MON-THURS:
FRI-SAT
Sunday

4:30p.m. - 1:00a.m
11:00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.
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week’s outstanding performance with a 13**1
place finish. Dan Johnson had a great race
and a career day recording a 191*1 place fin¬
ish. Seth Hubbard came in just 25 seconds

WE ACCEPT

I
■
I
I

ed. Whiteface made snow on Monday to the
middle flat section of the course and the last
pitch was grippy and hard to control.”
The Alpine women’s team, which started
out fast last weekend at the Colby Carnival,
endured a tough weekend. Davis and the rest
of the team look to learn and build upon the
weekend.
“Today was tough for the team as a whole,
both men and women. Erin Bragg and Adam
Bristow did well and helped us out. The
weekend was hard because of the snow and
weather conditions, but each weekend is a
stepping stone for our young team,”
remarked Davis.
The Nordic Ski team had to battle equally
fierce winds and cold temperatures.
The St. Lawrence Carnival featured the
20k classic for men and the 15k classic for
the women at the base of Mount Van
Hoevenberg.
Once again the younger skiers paced both
squads.
Rookie Chris Leonards added to last
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Valid at participating
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• with any other special
or coupon. Customer
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Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid
with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

__i

behind Johnson for 21st. The men combined
to score sixty-six points for a fifth place fin¬
ish.
First-year Kaitlyn McElroy led the
women’s team with a 22nc* place finish in the
15k test of endurance. Senior captain Abbie
Harris was right behind in 25^ while rookie
Alissa Praggastis had another strong race,
recording a 34*^ place finish. The women
finished with fifty-four points, good enough
for seventh place in the Carnival.
The Alpine and Nordic Ski teams will
looks to build upon this past weekend when
they compete at the University of Vermont
Carnival Feb. 6 and 7.

;
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
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MEN’S SQUASH
NATIONAL RANKINGS
1. Trinity
2. Yale
3. Harvard
4. Princeton
5. Dartmouth
6. Cornell
7. UWO
8. Penn
9. Brown
10. Williams
11. Amherst
12. F&M
13. Bates
14. Bowdoin
15. Hobart

WOMEN’S SQUASH
NATIONAL RANKINGS
1. Trinity
2. Yale
3. Princeton
4. Harvard
5. Penn
6. Dartmouth
7. Williams
8. Brown
9. Bates
10. Amherst
11. Cornell
12. Bowdoin
13. Colby
14. St. Lawrence
15. Vassar

SENIORS RECOGNIZED
AT FAMILY WEEKEND
SENIORS
Continued from p. 15
emerge victorious.
The seven seniors were all honored with a
bouquet of balloons and a collection of color¬
ful posters on the natatorium walls. Jamie
Balicki, Catie Hinckley, Libby McConnell,
Annie Taylor, Molly Waton, and Madeleine
West were recognized for their four year con¬
tribution to the team.
The women were also recognized with thenparents. As each senior took her place on a
starting block her parents also took positions
of honor beside her.
Next week will be the last dual meet of the
regular season for the Bobcats. On Saturday,
Feb. 6, the Bobcats will take on the
Connecticut College Camels at Tarbell pool at
6pm.
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Gauthier, Krauss
set post-season
qualifying marks
SPRINTS
Continued from p. 16

The shot put looked more like instant replay
than a new event, as Gauthier again led a trio
of Bates throwers to the top three positions.
His 47-11.25 mark in the shot outdistanced
Bates’ Jeff Davis (second place) by a foot and
a half. Cooper finished the scoring with a
third place, 45-07.00 effort.
Northrup added 12 points with third place
finishes in both the pole vault (13-00.00) and
long jump (20-06.75). Matt Ondra came in
second in the vault, clearing 14-06.00 to tie the
facility record. Andrew Tibbets continued the
infield presence with a 5-08.00 fifth place
mark in the high jump.

“We have a good shot at
winning [the State Meet],
hut it will he a war
- Coach Brooks
Bobcat relays finished off the meet on a
spectacular note. The 4x400 “A” team of
Macbeth, Capone, Thomas, and Northrup
picked up ten points with their 3:28.41 win.
This season best effort was followed by a
remarkable time for the 4x400 “B” team.
Although the team did not place (due to
meet rules which allow only one relay team
from each school to earn points), they record¬
ed the third fastest time in the event with their
3:36.94 performance.
“Our strength was evidenced by the fact that
our second 4x400 meter relay team placed
third ahead of five schools’ “A” teams,”
Fereshetian said.
The 4x800 relay team signed, sealed, and
delivered the Bobcat victory with an 8:26.04
winning time. Patrick Wales-Dinan, Tim
Miller, Downing, and Anderson beat out the
second place USM relay by almost 30 sec¬
onds.
Bates tallied 220.25 points by day’s end,
while USM was a distant second with 123.75
and UMass Darmouth had just 66.75 for third.
The remaining teams, Rhode Island College,
Brandeis, Salem State College, and Emmanuel
had a combined score of just 109.25 points.
“This weekend’s meet will be exciting,”
said Fereshetian. “The point battle will be
spread out across the board.”
He continued, “It will likely come down to
quality depth because each team is very capa¬
ble of scoring a share of available points.”
This weekend Bates will play host to the
historical State of Maine Championship Meet.
Bowdoin, Colby, USM, and Bates will com¬
pete for the prestigious crown at 6pm on
Saturday at Slovenski Indoor Track.
“We are ready to run fast this weekend at
States,” Brooks said. “Bowdoin lost a very
close meet to Tufts and MIT this weekend, but
everyone was within about 10 points of one
another. The team is looking towards a real
battle at States. We have a good shot at win¬
ning, but it will be a war.”

MEN’S HOOPS LOOKS AHEAD
TO CBB WEEKEND PLAY
HOOPS
Continued from p. 15
own, and out rebounded Bates by more than
10.
“We did not rebound well enough against
Trinity to get the win. Our initial defense was
great but we gave them too many second
chances. You can’t do that against good
teams—it will eventually catch up with you,
and it did in the last five minutes. All of
Trinity’s late three pointers were on second
shots,” coach Joe Reilly said.
After the tough loss the Bobcats rolled into
Amherst Saturday to take on the Lord Jeffs.
The Jeffs utilized a balanced attack to jump
out to a sizeable 22-point halftime lead. After
Bates knotted up the score at 11-11, Amherst
put up 31 points to the Bobcats’ nine, increas¬
ing the lead to 42-20 at the first half buzzer.
“I don’t think there was any carry over from
Friday to Saturday. We played great the first 10
minutes of the game. When you play a team as
good as Amherst you have to play perfect bas¬
ketball, and we did not execute well enough on
both ends of the floor to get the win. We did
play extremely hard and showed a tremendous
amount of character to come back in the second
half,” Reilly commented after the game.
The Bobcats started the second half on fire,
scoring 11 unanswered points. With the deficit
cut down to 42-31, Bates seemed to be within
striking distance.
With less than two minutes on the game
clock the Bobcats cut the lead to seven, but
Amherst rallied, extending the lead in the final
minute and finishing with a 71-57 victory.

Women sweep weekend
DOMINANT
Continued from p. 16
take over a game.”
Zurek, who finished with 22 points on the
night, had plenty of help against Trinity. Most
notably, junior Heather Taylor recorded a
career high in scoring, netting 20 points, in
addition to pulling down five rebounds and
dishing out four assists. Taylor shot 9-13 from
the field, nearly matching Zurek’s effort of 1014.
“Heather played great this weekend, in scor¬
ing her career high,” said Dubois. “She really
keeps our offense going.”
The second half was more of the same for
Trinity’s defense, which often found itself
helpless in stopping the Bobcat attack. As a
team, Bates shot over 50% in both halves,
despite going just 3-17 from behind the threepoint line. The Bobcats out-rebounded the
Bantams by virtually a 2:1 margin, 45 to 23.
On Saturday against the Lord Jeffs, Bates
once again used a strong but balanced first half
to form an insurmountable lead.
Six minutes into the first half the Bobcats
were up 18-2 on a jumper from first-year
Jackie Olson. 12 minutes into the contest a
Zurek layup helped build a 32-8 lead. An
Elizabeth Blakeley basket closed the Bobcat
scoring for a 46-14 advantage. The story, of
course, was the defense.
“The story for our defense was Betsy

SWIM TEAM STRUGGLES
SWIM
Continued from p. 15
“They had as many people in the 200 free as
we have on our entire team,” Eggert explained.
Tufts’ Tyler Duckworth broke the pool’s 200
fly record by less than a second. He also
racked up victories in the 200 breast and the
200 individual medley (IM).
Erik Baker put together victories from each
board and continued his unbeaten streak. As
for other Bobcats highlights...
So what do you do when you enter a meet
grossly outnumbered? You have fun..
“Each member of our team is going to get a

Although Bates outscored Amherst 37-29 in
the second half of play, they couldn’t overcome
the 22-point lead Amherst built in the opening
twenty minutes.
Rookie point guard Zak Ray led the Bobcats
in scoring with 16 points and dished out a
team-high four assists. Garcia added 13 points
and five rebounds while Gerrity chipped in 10
points. Stockwell again led the team on the
boards, hauling in six rebounds in Saturday’s
loss.
Five players for Amherst scored 10 points or
more, led by Andrew Schiel with 13 points.
Reilly said, “It was a very productive week¬
end for us. We know we have to make a lot of
improvements in the next few weeks to win a
NESCAC championship. We will work very
hard to make the proper adjustments so we can
have the opportunity to play either teams again
in the NESCAC tourney.”
The Bobcats entered the weekend tied for
first in the conference and emerged tied for
fourth.
This weekend Bates will travel to Waterville
and Brunswick to take on in-state rivals Colby
and Bowdoin. Bates had impressive victories
against both teams at home earlier this year
beating Colby 77-59 and Bowdoin 87-56.
Reilly sees the coming games as the first test
as to how much the Bobcats learned over this
past weekend.
He said, “Now it is time to focus on
Bowdoin and Colby. It should be a fun week¬
end. Both teams are playing well. Hopefully
our experience at Trinity and Amherst will
allow us to improve on our weaknesses and get
it done this weekend.”

chance to try an event that they haven’t tried
before. It should be fun,” Nate Curll said
before the meet.
Despite seeing the blowout, the senior cap¬
tain looked to the positive side and kept his
eyes focused on the conference champi¬
onships.
“Despite minor setbacks, we’re keeping our
eyes on preparing ourselves for the champi¬
onships. Minor setbacks such as Saturday
won’t take our minds off of our goals for the
future,” Curll said.
On Feb. 6 the Bobcats will host the
Connecticut College Camels. The Bobcats
will need to shake off Saturday’s loss and get
back in the water at 6pm in Tarbell Pool.

Hochadel,” said Dubois. “She has really
stepped it up this season and kept it up this
weekend. She is relentless on the boards and
has been playing unbelievable defense.”
Coach Jim Murphy used Hochadel versus
Amherst to match up against Lord Jeffs star
Shannon Russell, whom Dubois claimed was,
“Amherst’s best player and one of the better
shooters in the NESCAC.” Playing opposite
Hochadel, Russell shot just 1-18 and finished
with three points.
“We put a lot of points on the board this
weekend because we ran really well and beat
their defense up the court. And in the Amherst
game our defense had come
"her to get that
going,” Dubois said.
As a team, Amherst shot just 8% (2-25) in
the first half. Zurek led Bates (13-6, 4-1) in
scoring with 11 in the first stanza.
The second half provided Murphy and the
squad with an opportunity to get a look at some
of the up and coming Bobcat players. In the
end, Dubois matched Zurek for a game high 15
points, but overall, 11 different Bobcats con¬
tributed to the scoring.
“Everyone is stepping it up a couple notch¬
es,” said Zurek. That’s what you want going
into the crucial part of our schedule.”
The Bobcats have their two biggest home
games of the season this weekend, hosting
Colby Friday night and undefeated and nation¬
ally ranked Bowdoin on Saturday.

Dartmouth bests
men’s squash
SQUASH
Continued from p. 15
five game winning streak was snapped, drop¬
ping their record to 5-4 on the season.
“We are playing the best we have ever
played, and it is showing in our results,”
Schippers said. “We didn’t take any matches
from Dartmouth but we pushed them.”
He thought that co-captain Chad Mountain
played well along with underclassmen Rob
Weller and Peter Goldsborough. Schippers also
has high expectations for next weekend.
“We should be able to win against F&M
(Franklin and Marshall) and Amherst on
Saturday and that will put us at 11, the highest
Bates squash ranking ever,” Schippers added.
“We are going to have to win not only in the 7,
8 and 9 spots but also in the top spots. At the
level we are playing now everyone has to win
matches.”
On Feb. 7 Bates will take on Amherst and
Franklin & Marshall. Amherst is currently
ranked ll1*1 in the nation while Franklin &
Marshall is right behind in 12^.

WOMEN’S
TRACK READY
FOR STATES
TRACK
Continued from p. 16

had an outstanding effort in her first career
attempt at the 5000-meter run.
Another event of improvement was the
long jump. First-year Jen Caban placed sec¬
ond with a mark of 15-05.50, while classmate
Meredith Anderson leaped for 15-01.25,
picking up third place.
Kirby Sabra was strong in both the triple
jump and the 55-meter hurdles for the
Bobcats. The sophomore finished second in
the triple jump, setting a collegiate personal
best at 34-02.00 and improving upon last
week’s NCAA Division III qualifying mark
that she reached at Tufts. She set a season
personal best in the hurdles with a third place
9.53 second effort.
“Though we were disappointed by the loss
to USM, the staff is excited about
how the Bates athletes competed,” said
Court. ‘They really showed a lot of heart and
technical skills in each of their events.”
The Bobcats also picked up valuable
points in the mid-distance events.
In the mile, Beth Pagnotta grabbed second
place with a time of 5:30.04, while Lovely
and Megan Hamilton finished in fifth and
sixth.
Meghan Hellieson also picked up second
in the 800-meter run with a time of 2:31.60
while Kirsten Terry and Ashley Wentworth
finished fifth and sixth in the 400-meter dash,
respectively.
The Bobcats are looking to make a state¬
ment next weekend as they head to
Brunswick to take on rivals Bowdoin, Colby,
and USM in the State of Maine
Championships.

Bates a fit for Chase
CHASE
Continued from p. 14
Europe.”
Returning to Bates this year, he was voted
one of the captains of the hockey team and
looked forward to having another successful
season. “Some of my most memorable experi¬
ences here at Bates are hanging out with the
hockey guys after games and on away-trips.”
Away from the ice and his studies, Jordan finds
time to also participate in several community
service activities. He splits his time between
working with the Adult Literacy Program in

Auburn and volunteering / mentoring in ele¬
mentary classrooms in the Lewiston area.
When asked if he had time for any time for any
other interesting hobbies or activities Jordan
mentioned that he would like to pick up the art
of building miniature ships in glass bottles, “I
guess it’s just something that I want to learn to
do.”
So whether it’s traveling around Europe, cel¬
ebrating a big win with the hockey team, vol¬
unteering his time to help those in the commu¬
nity, or even miniature shipbuilding, Jordan
seems to enjoy every minute of it. And that
suits this small town kid just fine.
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Senior captain Jordan Chase leads the Bates hockey team

Hockey, Travelling, Volunteering
STAFF WRITER
On any particular weekend night during
the unbearably cold winters we have up
here in Lewiston, you can find a rather
large group of Bates College students gath¬
ering, not around a space-heater or a bon¬
fire, but around a hockey rink.
The rink isn’t large and the teams com¬
peting aren’t top varsity squads from
around the Northeast, but none of that mat¬
ters to Jordan Chase as he and his team¬
mates line up for what should be another
exciting hockey game at Underhill Arena.
Chase, one of the senior captains on this
year’s team, enjoys the fact that Bates has a
club hockey team because varsity colle¬
giate hockey was not in the big picture for
him while he was applying to schools ‘out
east’ four years ago.
“We might only have a club team, but we
have a big fan base,” said Chase. “The
club-league we play in is competitive
enough so that we all go out there and play
hard, but it’s not as time-consuming as a
varsity program.”
Chase learned to appreciate these small,
quaint settings growing up in a small town
in Colorado. His family includes five

brothers and three sisters, (totaling half the
size of his graduating high school class of
just 18 students). This is where he also
developed an appreciation for hockey.
He said, “I used to play against my older
brothers when I was younger.. .that’s how I
really got into the game. I started playing
hockey when I was about six years old.”
Did Chase have a favorite player grow¬
ing up?
“Wayne Gretzky was my favorite player
when I was younger. I think every kid idol¬
ized Gretzky at that time.”
Along with playing pick-up games with
his older brothers, Chase played on some
top-notch youth teams while he was grow¬
ing up in Colorado.
His teams went to national tournaments a
few times and enjoyed a lot of success at
very competitive levels of play. Some of
his teammates from those experiences
went on to p!
hockey at Division-I col¬
leges, but Chase did not want to follow that
path.
When he began meeting with advisors
about possible colleges to attend after high
school, Chase knew he wanted to go to a
small liberal arts college. As far as finding
Bates in the wide landscape of small liber¬
al arts colleges, he says he was told to head

eastward.
“My high school advisors suggested that
I look at colleges ‘out east’ and Bates
College was one that I really enjoyed visit¬
ing. Coming from a small town and a small
high school, Bates just seemed to fit,” said
Jordan.
Along with Bates’ size appeal and repu¬
tation as an outstanding liberal arts school,
Chase found the junior-year abroad pro¬
gram to be a real draw. He took advantage
of this opportunity last year when he spent
his first semester at Morehouse College and
his second semester at the University of St.
Andrews.
He encountered two very different and
unique settings while studying away from
Bates. Morehouse is an all-male, histori¬
cally African-American college in Atlanta,
Georgia and the University of St. Andrews
is the oldest university in Scotland.
Both schools offered him a unique per¬
spective that he would otherwise not been
able to experience here in Maine.
“At Morehouse I was one of only a hand¬
ful of white students there...and when I
was in Scotland I was able to take time
away from my studies to travel all around
See CHASE, p.13

HOCKEY WINS HARD-HITTING LYNDON STATE GAME
by JOHN LOVE

STAFF WRITER
As the Bobcats took to the ice against Lyndon
State there was something in the air. Something
that made it feel as though it would be a night
full of hard-hitting defense, potent offense, and
great hockey.
And it was, as Bates pulled off a convincing 84 victory, improving their record to 7-2 on the
season.
The scoring began in the first period when
senior Jordan Chase buried a long rebound off
the pad of the sprawling Lyndon State goaltender on a power play. With Bates already
ahead, senior Aron Bell took matters into his
own hands, teaming up with line mate sopho¬
more Mark Osborne for a spectacular goal.
As Bell broke down the ice on a two-on-three,
he dished passes back and forth with Osborne,
making Lyndon States’ defense almost fall to the
ice. Closing in on the net, Bell released a quick
wrist shot past the glove hand of the goalie
stretching Bates lead to two.

Another goal came shorthanded as red-hot
sophomore Chris Palsho redirected a pass from
senior Justin Guiles through the pads of the
Lyndon State goaltender.
The line of Bell, Osborne, and junior Charlie
Engasser was dominant, combining for six of
Bates’ goals to overpower the Lyndon State
defense.
The first period was marked by more than the
great play of the Bates forwards.
With about two minutes left in the opening
period, senior defensemen Elliot Helmer leveled
Lyndon State’s oversized forward at center ice,
knocking him to his knees and releasing a roar
from the crowd that could be heard all the way
to Frye Street.
After two periods of play, the Bobcats had
developed a commanding lead over Lyndon
State. However, Lyndon would not go quietly
into the night, finally knocking one in past fresh¬
man goaltender Evan Langweiler after several
breakaway attempts.
With the lead cut to 8-3, the Bobcats stepped
up the pressure generating a number of scoring

by KRISTEN TRUNCELLITO

STAFF WRITER

Jordan Chase

by ADAM SOULE

Womens Hockey Snaps
Seven-Game Losing Streak

chances against Lyndon's weak defense. Lyndon
State responded, knocking in their fourth goal of
the night, but it was not enough. The hornets did
not find the back of the net for the remainder of
the game.
With just over 14 minutes remaining in the
third, two Lyndon State defenders knocked
Chase into the boards, breaking the glass.
With the game suspended Guiles took it upon
himself to sign some autographs for a couple of
the fans.
“I just wanted to give something back to all of
these wonderful fans who come out every week
to cheer us on. If they want my autograph, it’s
the least that I can do. We just appreciate the
support,” Guiles said.
Special thanks goes out from the players to the
parents of Glenn Janke and to Nick Keefe’s
mother who provided a much needed morale
boost through their support of the team.
The Bobcats continue their grueling season
with a game Wednesday at Bridgewater before
returning to Underhill Friday night at 7pm to
face-off against Holy Cross.

Bates’ female puck handlers hit the ice at
Underhill Arena this weekend in an aggressive
double header against Norwich University.
After seeing the forceful playing tactics of
the visiting military team,,it was clear there
would be a competitive set of games.
Friday night the Bobcats came away with a
4-1 victory. Carine Warsawski started the
Bobcats off with an unassisted breakaway goal.
The combination of some well earned shots on
goal and fast paced team effort created a posi¬
tive team energy that would last through their
game on Saturday.
On Saturday the team stepped up to a new
level. The 5-4 win against Norwich was huge,
especially considering that Bates only had
three rotating defensive players for the duel:
Warsawski, Laura Cook, and senior captain
Brooke Beebe. In addition, co-captain Susie
French was missing from action due to sick¬
ness.
Goalie Heather Bracken had another amaz¬
ing weekend, improving her percentage of
goals saved to a stellar 91.75%.
It was obvious to any spectator that this
Bates team has improved significantly since
the start of their season in November. Coach
Adam Leff, a French professor at Bates, has
been working to improve team dynamics and it
proved effective this past weekend.
A focus on constant movement made players
more open to receive passes and less rushed
with their decisions on the ice. As a result,
good passing and team communication helped
the Bobcats beat the most physical team they
have met so far this season.
“I think we’re finally coming together as a
team...we're passing well, shooting well...I’m
very excited to go against URI next weekend,”
Beebe said.
The last two regular season league games are
away next weekend at the University of Rhode
Island, which is ranked first in the league.

SKI TEAM
BATTLES THE
ELEMENTS
by NOLAN MACHERNIS

STAFF WRITER
The Bates nordic and alpine ski teams com¬
peted this past weekend at the St. Lawrence
Carnival in New York. The challenging
weather presented the perfect opportunity to
separate the most talented athletes from the
mortals.
The Alpine Ski team competed on Thruway.
“The snow was really soft because the
mountain had just blown snow on the hill we
raced on. It didn’t have a chance to get hard
because of the cold temperatures this past
weekend. It was also extremely windy this
weekend which made it even harder,”
explained captain Erin Davis.
The conditions, however, did not inhibit the
Giant Slalom (GS) talents of Sean McKenna
’06 and Rachael Levitz ’06. McKenna placed
15* among the men while Levitz placed 30*
among women.
Rookies Emily McGuire and Rachel Davis
finished 27* and 29* respectively. On the
men’s side of the GS, first-years Morill and
Jimmy Pelletier also picked up 27* and 29*
spots.
“Starting thirtieth, the first run made mov¬
ing up difficult due to the soft snow but I was
able to put myself in a decent position for the
second run. I was pleased with where I ended
up at the end of the day. As a team it was
tough with the soft snow, and I think the guys
as a group could have done better,” McKenna
said.
Pelletier echoed the sentiments of
McKenna,“Today was harder than we expectSee SKIING, p.12
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MEN'S BASKETBALL DROPS TWO IN WEEKEND ACTION
Nationally ranked Trinty, Amherst snaps Bates win streak
by LYNN WORTHY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
There are no off-weeks in a league that fea¬
tures three teams in the nation’s top 15, includ¬
ing Williams, the defending national champi¬
ons.
Unfortunately, the Bates men’s basketball
team, in the midst of a three-week road swing,
had just such an off week.
In Hartford on Jan. 30 the Bobcats fell to
ll1*1 ranked Trinity, 87-71. The next day, the
Bobcats came up short against third-ranked
Amherst, 71-57.
Bates headed into Friday night undefeated in
conference play, and played Trinity neck and
neck throughout the game.
In the first half, the Bobcats were practically
unconscious from behind the arc, hitting 10
three-pointers at a clip of 56 percent. Trinity,
having only suffered one defeat all season,
trailed at the half by a score of 42-36.
The Bobcats held a slim lead for nearly the

entire second half. Just under the seven minute
mark, however, the momentum shifted and
Trinity took control.
Up 69-67, Bates couldn’t hold off an offen¬
sive onslaught unleashed by the Bantams
beginning with a trey from Sean Smyth. As the
shots stopped dropping for Bates, Trinity went
on a 20-2 run, knocking down four three-point¬
ers and grabbing a majority of rebounds in the
final minutes to seal the win 87-71.
Bobcats Ramon Garcia (24 points), Jon
Furbush (21 points), and Brian Gerrity (21
points) combined for 66 of Bates’ 71 points.
Gerrity also distributed a team high six assists.
Rob Stockwell led the squad with eight
rebounds while Zak Ray pulled down seven of
his own.
The Bantams were paced by Tyler Rhoten
and John Halas who registered 21 points
apiece. Trinity forced the Bobcats into 15
turnovers while only committing six of their
See HOOPS, p.13

by GARY DZEN
STAFF WRITER
The ninth-ranked Bates College women’s
squash team split a pair of matches this week,
traveling to Brunswick on Tuesday to defeat
Bowdoin 6-3 before losing at home to
Dartmouth 9-0 on Friday.
The win against Bowdoin was the team’s
second victory over the Polar Bears this sea¬

Courtesy Photo

Jon Furbush has hit 45% of his
three-point attempts this season

Tufts overpowers men’s
swimming and diving team
by MIKE SPRINGER
STAFF WRITER
Upset. Beaten. Defeated.
Take your choice, but none of these words
do justice to how the Tufts Jumbos manhan¬
dled the Bates men’s swimming and diving
team on Saturday.
Through sheer numbers and strength, the
Jumbos squashed the Bobcats 229-69 and
showed that unfortunately, size does matter.
“There were far more people then we ever
could have possibly dealt with,” said Adam
Eggert.
The Jumbos came to Tarbell Pool with fiftyfive men. The Bobcats came with a modest
nineteen.
Tufts started off strong by winning the first
fourteen swimming events. Unfortunately,
there are only 14 events in a swim meet.
The Bobcats noticed that they were going to
have a rough day in the first event. The meet
opened with the 200 medley relay. Bates came
in third. Not only did the Jumbos’ number one
relay team beat the Bobcats, but their fourth
seeded team beat Bates as well.
“All I have to say is that our ‘A’ team got
spanked by the fourth seeded relay team,” said
Eggert.
The 200 freestyle came a few events later.
Four Jumbos finished ahead of Bates captain
Nate Curll.
Tufts also picked up eighth
through twenty-first places.
See SWIM, p.13

Women’s squash
falls to top
ranked
Dartmouth

Andrew Stowe / Bates Student

Coach John Illig speaks to players, boosters, and alums at the dedication
ceremony for the new Bates Squash Center.

son, matching a 6-3 win on Jan. 16^ at the
Yale Round Robin Tournament.
Once again, Bates’ superior depth show¬
cased itself in the win, with the Bobcat’s
fourth through ninth players all winning their
matches for the third time this season.
“Most of the players on our team are really
close to each other in skill, which makes for a
big advantage over the other teams,” Bates
first year Kelsey Engman commented on her
team’s depth.
Among the key performers in the Bowdoin
match were junior Jenny Loring, who defeat¬
ed Bowdoin’s Allie Chin 9-3, 9-1, 9-1, and
improved her record to 4-2 on the season.
Audrey Blanchette, Maggie Smith, and
Ashley Edwards also won their matches in 3
games versus Bowdoin. Blanchette’s per¬
formance was particularly strong, defeating
Brook Nentwig 9-0, 9-0, 9-1 at the eighth
position.
Friday marked the highly anticipated grand
opening of the new Bates Squash Center in
Lewiston.
Bates officially opened its new squash cen¬
ter and played against Dartmouth in front of a
packed house of student, staff, and family
supporters. The crowd, combined with the
excitement of hosting an Ivy League oppo¬
nent, made for a terrific atmosphere.
See DEPTH, p.13

Men’s squash rolls over Bowdoin
by BRETT LAFLAMME
STAFF WRITER
It was another big week for the men’s squash
team.
On Jan. 27 the Bobcats traveled to Bowdoin
for a match between two nationally ranked top
twenty teams. Friday, Jan. 30 fifth ranked
Dartmouth played at Bates’ new facilities in
what became one of Bates’ toughest matches of
the season.
On Tuesday the men traveled to Brunswick
to take on in-state rival and 14^ ranked
Bowdoin College.

Bates had a very strong showing and pulled
out a one-sided win, taking eight of the nine
matches. Strong performances were posted by
Chad Mountain, Alex Wolff and Jason White,
who won five-game matches. First-year Gary
Kan also posted another win, improving his
personal record to 6-2 and adding a fifth match
to his current winning streak.
Friday brought the second home match to
Bates’ new squash facility against Dartmouth.
The men’s and women’s matches were preced¬
ed by a dedication ceremony to mark the open¬
ing of the much anticipated facility. The event
was well attended by squash boosters and for¬

mer members of the program.
While the setting was a positive one, the out¬
come was not.
Bates’ top player Ben Schippers had his
work cut out for him against Ryan Donegan,
who is ranked 151*1 nationally. Schippers lost a
hard-fought three game match, a trend that
would persist in the Bobcats’ 9-0 loss to
Dartmouth.
Alex Wolff and Peter Goldsborough man¬
aged to extend their matches to four games
before being ousted by their opponents. Bates’
See SQUASH, p.13

Williamson, Seaton continue individual pool success
by SARAH SPRAGUE
STAFF WRITER

Courtesy photo

All-American swimmer Vanessa Williamson won the 100 and 200 yard
butterfly in Saturday’s meet against Tufts University.

On Saturday the women’s swimming and
diving team could not pull of a win against
Tufts University, falling 167-133 to the Jumbos
at Tarbell pool.
The depth of the Tufts squad was something
that the Bobcat’s simply could not overcome.
In addition, Tufts swimmer Mika Sumiyoshi
won three individual events and set a pool
record in the 200 individual medley (IM),
breaking the 16-year-old mark by 1.55 seconds.
Bates jumped ahead in the first event of the
day when Jennifer Rasmusen, Nicole Sparks,
Vanessa Williamson, and Kate Gatti pulled out
a first place finish in the 200 yard medley relay.
The Bobcats touched for first less than nine
hundredths of a second before Tufts.
Rasmusen also won the 100 backstroke,
beating the second place Tufts swimmer by
more than a second. Sparks gained valuable
second-place points for the team in the 200
freestyle, 50 freestyle, and 100 freestyle.
First-year Missy Shaw came in right behind
Sparks in the 200 freestyle and also added a
third place finish in the 500 freestyle.

Williamson could not be stopped in her
strongest events, the 200 and 100 yard butter¬
fly, earning first place in both by large margins.
She finished right behind Tuft’s Sumiyoshi in
the 200 IM earning second.
Rasmusen and senior Catie Hinckley picked
up spots in the 200 IM behind Williamson.
Junior Allison Wensley finished second in the
200 butterfly and the 500 freestyle.
The women’s diving squad showed their
strength as junior Kara Seaton won both the
one and three-meter events. It was her eighth
straight dual-event win. Seaton dove extreme¬
ly well on one meter, falling short of her per¬
sonal best of 270.40 by only 7.69 points.
Sophomore Katie Unger and junior Nachelle
Wiegman continued to contribute valuable per¬
formances for the Bobcats’ diving team. Unger
placed third on the one meter board and
Wiegman took fourth place. On the threemeter board they flip-flopped, as Wiegman
took third and Unger captured fourth.
The meet came during Bates swimming and
diving family and friends weekend, making it a
special event even though the team did not
See SENIORS, p.12
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Olivia Zurek
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BRADY, PATRIOTS WIN SUPER BOWL
Tom Brady honored with second MVP trophy, Vinatieri kicks game-winning field goal
by DREW MCKENNA
WEB EDITOR
I’m a Believer.
I can remember watching the AFC
Championship game two years ago when the
Patriots played the Steelers.
With just a few minutes before halftime,
Tom Brady went down with a sprained ankle
and Drew Bledsoe came into the game. He
threw three passes, the third one a touchdown
to David Patten.
I thought to myself, “Finally,we have a quar¬
terback.”
I argued with the people I was watching the
rest of the game with about who was a better
QB: the immobile, rocket-armed Bledsoe or
the slightly less immobile guy with an average
arm who barely earned the starting job his sen¬
ior year of college at Michigan.
The Pats won that game, and the following
week, with Brady back in the lineup they
pulled one of the largest upsets in Super Bowl
history.
After the season I made a prediction as to
what would happen if they traded Drew

Bledsoe and kept
Tom Brady as their
starting QB. I said
they would go 8-8
and miss the playoffs.
I was almost right:
they were 9-7 and
they missed the play¬
offs.
At the beginning of
this year I planned on
another season in
which they were good
enough to not get any
top draft picks, yet
bad enough not to see
the postseason. I was
almost right, until
they won 15 games in
a row culminating
with
Sunday’s
thrilling Super Bowl
victory.
I once judged quar¬
terbacks by how far
they could throw the

ball. Tom Brady
has forced me to
reevaluate myself
as a judge of talent.
I’ve learned that
it’s not always
what can be meas¬
ured at a scouting
combine that deter¬
mines victories,
because on Sunday
night, Tom Brady
had one hell of a
game.
He was 32 of 48
for 354 yards and
three touchdowns.
Those 32 comple¬
tions set a Super
Bowl record. Tom
Brady got himself
a second ring and a
Courtesy Photo
second
Super
Repeat MVP: Tom Brady was 32-48 for Bowl MVP trophy.
And he made a
354 yards and three touchdowns.
believer out of me.

MEN’S TRACK SPRINTS TO VICTORY
Throwers sweep 1,2,3 in 35 lb. weight and shot put, propel Bates track to USM Invitational victory
by AMY WEBB
SPORTS EDITOR
The men’s track and field team placed three
or more athletes in the 200-meter, 400-meter,
600-meter, 55-meter hurdles and weight throw
en route to a 220.25 point triumph at the seven
team Co-Ed Invitational hosted by the
University of Southern Maine on Saturday.
A young group of sprinters ignited the
Bobcat attack, led by victories in the 55-meter
high hurdles and the 55-meter dash.
Adam Macbeth set a personal best time of
7.99 seconds in the hurdles. The first place fin¬
ish marked his first sub-8 second performance.
The Bobcats also picked up points from fourth
place Joe Northrup (8.35) and sixth place Adam
Soule (8.69).
Joel Colony raced to another Bates victory in
the dash, extending his undefeated record in the
event to four meets. His 6.71 effort was backed
by a strong third place finish from rookie Matt
Capone, who finished in 6.85 seconds.
“I was very happy with the sprinters’ per¬
formances this weekend. They recorded a lot
of points and set personal bests left and right,”

said assistant coach Hob Brooks.
The stellar performances continued as cap¬
tain Mitch Krauss single-handedly brought in
18 points for the team with a win in the 400meter and a second-place finish in the 200meter. His 51.05 (400) and 23.43 (200) times
are personal bests and qualify Krauss for the
New England Division III (NE D3)
Championships.
Colony crossed the line just 00.01 seconds
back from Krauss in the 200 for third while
rookie Matt Consigli also finished in scoring
position, setting a huge personal record (PR)
with his 25.00 effort.
Sam Thomas and Adam Soule combined for
nine points to back up Krauss’ victory in the
400. Thomas continued to impress as he closed
in on the NE D3 mark with a second-place
52.35 finish. Soule rounded out the scoring
with a time of 54.68 for eighth place.
Newcomer Scott Wilkes was right on the
heels of scoring positions in both of his races,
going 25.40 in the 200 for ll^1 and 54.68 in the
400 for seventh. Charlie Ports (1:36.23), Sam
Murphy (1:28.31), and Jake Wells-Bundtzen

(1:29.99) finished 2-4 in the 600-meter event.
“It was certainly a good meet for us,” said
head coach A1 Fereshetian. “We found contri¬
butions across the team. We met or exceeded
our expectations in 12 of 17 events.”
The third individual victory came in the onemile run when captain Joel Anderson crossed
the line in 4:22.65. Junior Mike Downing was
close on Anderson’s heals, finishing just four
seconds back for six points and third-place.
Matt Biggart notched another big perform¬
ance for the Bates distance crew in the 3,000meter with his 9:13.61 winning effort.
Teammate Matt Daly picked up eight more
points for the Bobcats with his second place
9:1.99 finish.
Bates took eight of the top 11 places in the
35-lb. weight throw, including a 1-2-3 sweep
led by winner Dustin Gauthier, to add 27 more
points to the Bobcat score. Gauthier led the
group with a 54-06.75 toss, two feet ahead of
second-place teammate Scott Cooper. Captain
Jordan Upton finished the sweep with a 5109.00 mark.
See SPRINTS, p.13

Women dominate hardwood action
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The story of the Bates
women’s
basketball
contests versus Trinity
and Amherst this past
weekend
can
be
summed up by the total
number of field goals
Amherst hit in the first
half. And what would that be?
Two.
Using a suffocating defense that produced
numbers like the above, in addition to an
aggressive offensive attack, the Bobcats coast¬
ed to a pair of crucial NESCAC victories, outracing Trinity, 90-68, and blowing out
Amherst, 72-46.
“It was a big weekend for us,” said junior
star Olivia Zurek, who recorded her fourth
double-double of the season with 15 points
and 10 rebounds against the Lord Jeffs.

“Anytime you can pick up two solid
NESCAC wins, it is going to be a big week¬
end.”
Riding a two game winning streak from vic¬
tories over Tufts and the University of Maine
at Farmington, Bates used the momentum on
Friday versus the Bantams, controlling the tipoff and taking an early 13-0 lead behind field
goals from four different starters.
Trinity, who entered the game with a 1-3
league record, cut the lead to four at 17-13 on
a basket by Jessica Baker. But Zurek
answered with five straight points of her own,
helping Bates pull away for a 51-31 halftime
lead.
“Olivia is always someone you want to have
on the court,” said Bobcat senior captain
Lauren Dubois, who recorded six points and
six steals against the Bantams. “I can imagine
that other teams must hate to play her because
at times she can just be unstoppable. She can
See DOMINANT, p.13
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Olivia Zurek and the Bobcats
improved to 4-1 in NESCAC

His play-action fakes on the Patriots’ first
two touchdowns were flawless. You can see
the Panthers defensive backfield stop flat-foot¬
ed and watch as Brady first throws to a wide
open Deion Branch, and then a slightly less
wide open David Givens right over their heads.
As for the game itself, it started off like
many people had predicted it would be, a bor¬
ing defensive struggle.
The Panthers were held to 0 yards of offense
until their first scoring drive, and the Patriots
kicking struggles had me yelling at them to go
for it on fourth and six on their own thirty.
And then both teams just exploded.
The Panthers hadn’t scored 29 points or
more during the first 15 games of the regular
season.
Then they used the Week 17 warm-up
against the dismal Giants to score 37 points,
catapulting them into the playoffs where they
scored exactly 29 in three of four games.
Jake Delhomme, who actually had three
games this year in which he threw for fewer
yards than Stephen Davis ran, became a passSee BRADY, p.12

Bobcat runners take
second place at USM
Invitational Meet
by SCOTT PRIEST
STAFF WRITER
Just 3.5 points. Just 3.5 slight points.
The women’s track team fell to host USM
152-148.5 at Saturday’s seven-team invitation¬
al in Gorham. Smith College scored 116.5 to
finish third, followed by Rhode Island College
and UMass-Dartmouth. Salem State and
Emanuel College rounded out the standings.
Liz Wanless set a USM facility record with
her winning shot put toss of 51-11.25. The
mark was also a new team record and personal
best for the No.l ranked shot-putter in Div. III.
Wanless added to her record-setting day with
a strong second place finish in the 20 lb. weight
throw, an event in which the senior has only
competed in one other time this season. Her
throw of 48-10.25 was a personal best by more
than two feet, and met the NCAA provisional
standards.
Kelley Godsey’s 56-08.00 first place effort
marks the third straight week she has won the
event.
The Bobcats’ success continued outside of
the field events as several Bates relays made
marked improvements and set season-best
times.
Bates’ best showing came in their 4x800meter relay victory. The race was anchored by
senior Julie Dutton, who ran her 2:27 leg less
than an hour after her win in the 3000-meter
race.
Dutton dominated the 3k, crossing the line
more than 30 seconds before her closest com¬
petitor. Her time of 10:26 qualified her for the
NCA\ Division III and ECAC championships.
“The steady pacing of the distance runners in
each of their events was outstanding,” said
Bates coach Carolyn Court.
The 4 X 200 and 4 X 400-meter relay teams
each placed second to Smith College. Captain
Kristen Truncellito, a key member of the
4x200 team, also improved her personal best in
the 200-meter by two seconds (29.46 finish).
Other noteworthy distance performers for
Bates were Ann Lovely, who placed third in the
3000m, and rookie Elizabeth Scannell, who
See TRACK, p.13

